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ABSTRACT

GEMINI (Geo-Engineering Modeling through INternet Informatics) is a public-domain web application focused on analysis and modeling of petroleum reservoirs and plays (http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/Gemini/index.html). GEMINI creates a virtual project by “on-the-fly” assembly and analysis of on-line data either from the Kansas Geological Survey or uploaded from the user. GEMINI’s suite of geological and engineering web applications for reservoir analysis include: 1) petrofacies-based core and log modeling using an interactive relational rock catalog and log analysis modules; 3) a well profile module; 4) interactive cross sections to display “marked” wireline logs; 5) deterministic gridding and mapping of petrophysical data; 6) calculation and mapping of layer volumetrics; 7) material balance calculations; 8) PVT calculator; 9) DST analyst, 10) automated hydrocarbon association navigator (KHAN) for database mining, and 11) tutorial and help functions. The Kansas Hydrocarbon Association Navigator (KHAN) utilizes petrophysical databases to estimate hydrocarbon pay or other constituent at a play- or field-scale.

Databases analyzed and displayed include digital logs, core analysis and photos, DST, and production data. GEMINI accommodates distant collaborations using secure password protection and authorized access. Assembled data, analyses, charts, and maps can readily be moved to other applications. GEMINI’s target audience includes small independents and consultants seeking to find, quantitatively characterize, and develop subtle and bypassed pays by leveraging the growing base of digital data resources.

Participating companies involved in the testing and evaluation of GEMINI included Anadarko, BP, Conoco-Phillips, Lario, Mull, Murfin, and Pioneer Resources.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Project Description

Background

Utilization of improved recovery technologies could add significantly to the U.S. energy supply. In reservoir management, consistent, quantitative characterization and modeling of reservoirs are essential to make decisions on application of the most appropriate technology. Implementing this type of modeling is often not practical because of limitation of software, staff, expertise, and time. GEMINI (Geo-Engineering Modeling through Internet Informatics) has brought together existing geologic and engineering expertise and resources of the Kansas Geological Survey to provide efficient, interactive access to data and a suite of web-based software geologic and engineering modeling tools to apply to data when and wherever it is needed. GEMINI integrates extensive petroleum and petrophysical databases associated with the DOE-funded Northern Mid-Continent Digital Petroleum Atlas (DPA) ([http://crude2.kgs.ku.edu/DPA/dpaHome.html](http://crude2.kgs.ku.edu/DPA/dpaHome.html)). GEMINI is built on experience gained in software development provided through the DOE-funded PfEFFER (Petrofacies Evaluation of Formations for Engineering Reservoirs) software ([http://crude2.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/software/pfeffer1.html](http://crude2.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/software/pfeffer1.html)). GEMINI also incorporates this successful log analysis software into the new web application. GEMINI offers a dozen different modules to:

- resolve reservoir parameters that control well performance via integrated log analysis, drill stem test analysis, and a PVT calculator;
- characterize subtle reservoir properties important in understanding and modeling hydrocarbon pore volume and fluid flow through integrated, interactive rock catalog, display of core data in a well profile, precise pay delineation and spatial analysis via interactive spreadsheet-based log analysis, interactive cross sections and well plots annotated with perforation and DST data;
- expedite recognition of bypassed, subtle, and complex oil and gas reservoirs at regional and local scale using spatial analysis tools, detailed well profiles, and volumetric analysis;
- differentiate commingled reservoirs using integrated tools to analyze and view petrophysics of well profile alongside perforations and drill stem tests;
- build integrated geologic and engineering models based on real-time, iterative solutions to evaluate reservoir management options for improved recovery including volumetric and material balance models for comparison and iterative testing and refinement with map gridding structured for ease of use in a reservoir simulator;
• provide an integrated set of practical tools to assist the geoscientist, engineer, and petroleum operator in making their tasks more efficient and effective;
• enable evaluations to be made at different scales, ranging from individual well, through lease, field, to play and region (scalable information infrastructure) leveraging the public domain datasets;
• provide training and technology transfer via web-based tutorial and examples to enhance capabilities of the client;
• provide tracking of project workflow to facilitate review and updating among collaborators; and
• give the user the option to export data and results to other applications further add value to the analyses, e.g., reservoir simulation, geostatistical analysis, or to utilize more enhanced mapping software.

Work Performed

The program, for development and methodologies, was a 3-year interdisciplinary effort to develop an interactive, integrated Internet Website named GEMINI (Geo-Engineering Modeling through Internet Informatics) that builds real-time geo-engineering reservoir models for the Internet using the Java-based Web applications (www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini). The client is able to retrieve databases from the KGS website, upload their own information, and run software interactively using the intelligent interfaces that efficiently assemble in real-time a project based on the definition of a three-dimensional data volume, be it a reservoir or larger-scale endeavor. Software procedures are described to provide linkage of GEMINI software applications to other public-domain servers allowing users can work through their website and database of primary interest and be able to use GEMINI tools to analyze their information as made possible by the latest technological advances. Additional options are presented to run certain modules as standalone applications on the user’s PC. After download, the application can be run without an Internet connection. Analytical software operating on the assembled data and results are delivered to the client through the web pages. System informatics, consisting of the network, software, data, and tutorial components, permit the client to develop any number of projects. Analytical components of GEMINI include assembling fluid and rock parameters, basic and enhanced wireline log interpretation, spatial analysis and visualization, volumetrics, material balance, and specific parameterization and formatting of these results suited for input into reservoir simulation software. A tutorial module instructs clients on the theory, application of analytical tools, and operation of GEMINI. Participating major and independent companies provided information and expertise to test modules, provide feedback during the development process to help make GEMINI relevant to the needs of the clientele.
GEMINI-Deliverables

- An internet web-site
  - http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/Gemini/index.html
- Rock and Fluid Catalogs
  - Access through the Gemini User/Project Module
    http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/Gemini/R1.0/GeminiUserProjectModule.html
- Web-based analytical software tools.
  - Well Level Modules (Well Profile, PIEFFER, DST, Synthetic Seismogram, KHAN)
  - Field Level Modules (Cross Section, Volumetric, Production, Material Balance, ASCII Output for Reservoir Simulation, PVT Calculator)
  - Access through the Gemini User/Project Module
    http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/Gemini/R1.0/GeminiUserProjectModule.html
- Tutorial module including theory, application of analytical tools and operation of GEMINI.
- Reports, Seminars, Conferences and Workshops will be provided as records of technology transfer activities.

Figure 1. List of deliverables as presented in September 24, 2003 workshop.

GEMINI Schedule

The schedule for the GEMINI Project as proposed is divided into five tasks as described in Figure 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Description</th>
<th>Year 1 Quarter</th>
<th>Year 2 Quarter</th>
<th>Year 3 Quarter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design project interface.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Evaluate needs of user and define software options</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Implement a phased development strategy &amp; schedule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reservoir characterization.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Parameter definition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Petrophysical modeling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Geometrical development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-engineering modeling.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Volumetrics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Material balance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Parameterization for reservoir simulation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology Transfer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Project application and testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Tutorial interface</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. GEMINI schedule as proposed.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

GEMINI (Geo-Engineering Modeling through Internet Informatics) is an interdisciplinary effort that has developed an interactive, integrated Internet Website used to build real-time, on-line geo-engineering reservoir models. The client is able to retrieve databases, upload information, and run software interactively using intelligent interfaces that efficiently assemble a project based on the definition of a three-dimensional data volume. Analytical software operating on the assembled data were developed in modular form and include:

*Well Profile Module* – View LAS files that are part of a project, annotated with formation tops from database and reservoir intervals established for log analysis; interactive interface to label additional formation tops, perforations, and DST intervals.

*PfEFFER Log Analysis Module* – Module utilizes a spreadsheet appearance and incorporates a modified Pickett crossplot to analyze well logs and define net reservoir pay for use in volumetric module. Module includes standard water saturation equations, lithology interpretation, secondary porosity, and depth-constrained cluster analysis.

*Rock Catalog Module* – A comprehensive module develops correlations between core petrophysics, lithofacies, and pore types. Module can also be used to look up core analyses in database.

*Synthetic Seismogram Module* – This module provides the means to generate a synthetic seismogram from a sonic log to facilitate linking these petrophysical results with seismic information.

*Cross Section Module* - Module is used to interactively build an annotated wireline log cross section. Sections include up to five wells, datums can be selected interactively, stratigraphic datums and designated reservoir intervals common to wells are automatically correlated and emphasized in color.

*KHAN Module* – Kansas Hydrocarbon Association Navigator (KHAN) Module is used for statistical modeling of petrophysical core and log data to derive meaningful patterns such as use in scanning LAS file for hydrocarbon pay and classifying lithofacies. Models can be shared with other users to allow use with their data.

*Volumetrics Module* – Pay calculations obtained from the log analysis module, including average water saturation and porosity, net and gross pay thickness, are shared with volumetrics module to calculate and map original and remaining hydrocarbon in place. Information can be downloaded as ASCII files for use in other software.

*Material Balance Module* – Module calculates original-oil-in-place (OOIP) for a water-driven reservoir above the bubble point. Results are used to compare with volumetric-derived OOIP.

*PVT Calculator* - The PVT calculator estimates formation volume factors, viscosity, and compressibilities used in calculations involving DST, volumetric, and material balance modules.

*Well Production Module* – Module generates time-series changes in oil and gas production in a project area by generated a time-lapse movie of bubble maps. Bubble map is useful to compare with volumetric results. Module also generates a standard semi-log production-time plot for leases that are part of project.

*DST Analyst* – DST Analyst uses Horner analysis to calculate permeability, skin, and drainage radius from manually entered and digital DST information.
Fluid Catalog – Module is a browser interface to look up fluid composition and resistivities.

ASCII Output for Reservoir Simulation – Grid files of key reservoir parameters generated in volumetrics are assembled for a simulator such as BOAST.

GEMINI results are delivered to the client through web pages, Java dialogs, and ASCII files. System informatics, consisting of the network, software, data, and tutorial components, permit the client to develop any number of projects. The tutorial module instructs clients on theory and concepts, application of analytical tools, and operation of GEMINI. A separate workflow provides new and returning users the means to review progress and facilitate distant collaborations.

The development of GEMINI proceeded through series of tasks, each performed in collaboration with different team members and under the supervision of the project manager including: design of the project interface and design and building of the modules in reservoir characterization and geo-engineering modeling. Technology transfer was implemented throughout the project via workshops, presentations, and publications utilizing case studies and operator feedback. Project deliverables to USDOE include: an internet web-site that is able to build petroleum projects, rock and fluid catalogs, analytical software tools, tutorial module, and reports.

EXPERIMENTAL

GEMINI (Geo-Engineering Modeling through INternet Informatics) is a public–domain, interactive, integrated Internet web application that provides a suite of user-friendly geologic and engineering software, calculators, and utility programs designed to facilitate real-time geologic and engineering petroleum reservoir modeling. Digital data obtained from the Kansas Geological Survey and the user is assembled “on the fly”. Compilation of data, calculations, and models are maintained as a project on the Internet server where reports and data files can be downloaded at any time and location with an Internet connection. Projects and data uploaded into the project are password protected. The project provides a proof-of-concept to use an extensive set of public-domain petroleum reservoir analysis applications that run on the Internet for use in seamless analysis of a public-domain database and user-uploaded information. The use of the Java development platform makes the GEMINI operable on any client platform and operating system, provided they are able to load on their workstation or PC a Java plug-in from Sun Microsystems (http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/) and are able to allow Java applets to be sent to their computer.

GEMINI was developed by the Kansas Geological Survey (KGS) (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/index.html), over a 3-year period between September 2000-September 2003, funded by the U.S. Department of Energy (Contract No.DE-FG26-00BC15310). Six companies are providing data and expertise to test and evaluate the software including: Anadarko Production Corporation, BP-Amoco, Conoco-Phillips, Lario Petroleum, Mull Drilling Company, Murfin Drilling Company, and Pioneer Resources.

Current prototype modules in GEMINI perform many functions useful in everyday petroleum reservoir characterization and modeling including software to view, annotate, and
analyze digital well logs. GEMINI provides an integrated solution of effective pay utilizing core,
well log, and test data. In particular, the integration with rock, log, and test data permit ease in
developing refined interactive solutions. The need for input and exporting of data is minimized
in the process. The goal is to provide users, particularly small operators, an option to build a
simple petrophysical model of a project, quickly obtain volumetric calculation, and be able to
check results against a material balance calculation to determine accuracy of the geomodel. Such
analysis available at the fingertips of the small operator permits them to make more informed
decisions in evaluating their properties.

Geo-engineering modeling as used in GEMINI involves a methodology comprised of
integration of log, core, and well test analyses followed by iteratively solving volumetric and
material balance calculations (Bhattacharya et al., 1999). The approach facilitates application of
the concept of petrofacies analysis where lithofacies as described are associated with particular
pore types and petrophysics, and, in turn, characteristic reservoir parameters that are used to
define reservoir pay (Watney et al., 1999). Petrofacies analysis is closely analogous to pore-type
classification of Choquette and Pray (1970) and Lucia (1983, 1999). Petrofacies relationships are
realized by a close integration of core and log petrophysics used to establish families of related
reservoirs, e.g., moldic, vuggy, interparticle, microporous, and fracture porosity. Previous studies
indicate that lithofacies modified by diagenesis and structure lead to preferred pore types, e.g.,
the commonality between moldic pore types in Midcontinent Paleozoic carbonate reservoirs --
Cambro-Ordovician dolomite, Mississippian (Osage) chert, and Pennsylvanian oomoldic
carbonate systems (Byrnes, et al., 2003).

Calculators and catalogs are provided to obtain reservoir and fluid parameters needed in
modeling. The goals of GEMINI are to: 1) provide real-time, interactive analyses of the
petroleum reservoir, 2) quantitatively model reservoir heterogeneity, 3) estimate recoverable
hydrocarbons, 4) target locations in the reservoir best suited for further development, 5) provide
reliable quantitative information for more informed reservoir management, 6) obtain reservoir
and fluid parameters for subsequent reservoir fluid flow simulation, and 7) screen wells for
subtle, overlooked or bypassed pay from both exploration and development perspective. Answers in GEMINI are delivered to the user interactively via the Internet where application
tools and data reside in projects developed on the Internet. GEMINI can rapidly establish a
project, assemble information, and develop simple geo-engineering models to determine
appropriate methods and technologies to improve oil and gas recovery. As an exploration
application, GEMINI can process and model large amounts of digital log data to target
prospective reservoirs suited for further evaluation. Once pay is established, the KHAN module,
for example, can be used to train and predict on pay zone to screen digital LAS log files. The
small independent operators are the key clients identified for this technology, providing software
tools to them that are similar to those used by large independents and major oil companies.

The reservoir model is closely calibrated to the reservoir’s petrofacies defined as a
combination of lithofacies and pore type with characteristic and constrained variations in
petrophysical properties (Bhattacharya, et al., 1999). Evaluation of the pore type and distribution
and related fluid saturation is increasingly essential to reevaluate mature oil and gas fields where
the objective is to develop underproduced and bypassed reserves. Smaller and often subtle pays
remain due to reservoir complexities that caused them to be overlooked initially due to primary
flush production from more clearly defined pays. A relational rock catalog in GEMINI provides unprecedented access to core data to facilitate rapid access, analysis, and integration of results with wireline log interpretation to efficiently establish correlations between rock petrofacies and log petrophysical response. The net result is to improve accuracy of hydrocarbon volume and resulting economic decisions. Recent studies conducted by the project team illustrate this critical need to integrate quantitative core and log data into reservoir analyses to develop more robust results (Dubois et al., 2001; Watney et al., 2001; Bohling and Dubois, 2003; Byrnes, et al., 2003; Dubois et al., 2003a,b).

Limited volumes of the reservoir are typically targeted in redevelopment of mature oil and gas fields, e.g., isolating bypassed and underproduced zones. Thus, complex quantitative modeling of the reservoir may be at first impractical and uneconomic (Bhattacharya et al., 1999; Watney et al. 1999; Doveton et al 2000). Simple, petrophysically-based models are best suited for small reservoir systems and are believed to be quite adequate for reservoir management, particularly when these simple petrophysical models, volumetric analysis, and material balance calculations can be integrated and accessed interactively and collaboratively on the web. Having access to the tools to conduct the analyses is better than the alternative without tools and no analyses. The job will not get done and the opportunity will be lost eventually through a sale of the field to someone who will take on the challenge.

Activities in development of fields and exploration plays can both benefit from application of simple, efficient approaches to geologic and engineering modeling. Access to simple modeling that is web-based and linked to the public-domain data sources are well suited to this task to permit rapid screening for decision making or more in-depth investigation. Data assembly and integration with software tools are provided seamlessly to the user through GEMINI, specifically tailored to help the small oil and gas operators and consultants. The ultimate goal of the project is to allow an operator to reach beyond standard approaches in evaluation of borehole data, serving as a component to maintain a viable petroleum economy and infrastructure in mature oil and gas producing areas.

Targeted users are companies and consultants who seek to develop remaining oil and gas reserves in mature oil and gas provinces like Kansas. Cost-effective, efficient, and reliable means are essential to rapidly assemble and analyze well, lease, field, and reservoir play information. Integrated information handling and software tools are used to resolve, correlate, and map reservoir pay. Help and tutorial functions and Project Workflow assist the user in operation of GEMINI. This coupled with means to easily export results facilitate continued collaborative solutions as part of a stepwise process to evaluate, refine, and apply knowledge.

GEMINI was developed to address opportunities to facilitate quantitative reservoir evaluation in smaller, mature oil and gas fields in the domestic U.S. (Table 1 and 2).
Table 1. Operational opportunities in reservoir modeling:
- Leverage company data through integration with large well and spatial information that is in the public domain
- Provide suite of user-friendly integrated software tools that are linked to the data to provide rapid analysis and modeling
- Create password protected, on-line projects where data are assembled, software is applied, and results maintained
- Facilitate collaboration between team members wherever they are located
- Overcome time, data, and software issues to go from using no model at all in making decisions about improving oil and gas recovery to development of simple, quantitative models to improve the success in decision making
- Provide for iterative solutions utilizing petrophysical reservoir modeling, volumetrics, and material balance

Table 2. Fundamental issues in reservoir characterization addressed by GEMINI:
- Reservoir characterization is data intensive and multi-scaled problem
- Definition, correlation, and distribution of properties to create a reservoir model ideally involve a combined geologic and engineering effort
- Constraint and validation of geologic and engineering models, e.g., volumetric assessment, requires an iterative petrophysical solution
- Reservoir mapping and modeling require efficient access to a host of reservoir data in order to maximize time and target opportunities

Reservoir characterization and modeling requires assimilation of a wide range of observations into a coherent quantitative view (Figure 3). Anything less than this integration of scales will lessen the reliability of the outcomes and negate the time and expense put into inaccurate models, or worse yet lead to application of inappropriate recovery strategies. An optimum approach to reservoir modeling is to obtain as much information as possible, consistent with the size of the reservoir and economic outcome. GEMINI provides on-the-fly data integration that is as important as the tools themselves.
Figure 3. Reservoir characterization and modeling incorporates observations ranging in scale of at least 9 orders of magnitude.

**Petrofacies Analysis and Scale- and Data-Integrated Reservoir Modeling Realized in GEMINI**

As described above, inputs that go into the building of a reservoir model come from different scales such as core, log, well tests, pressure and production profiles, and seismic. The input data is measured at different scales, and thus they carry the inherent need for calibration to a common scale. Unfortunately as no accepted procedure is available to solve this calibration problem, doubts remain about the representativeness of the data that is often used to describe a reservoir model. In the absence of a standardized upscaling method, a series of procedural steps are employed on data in GEMINI gathered from different sources and scales of investigation to test and build coherency between them. Each step in this procedure is a part of an iteration loop that checks for consistency between the available data. In case of a mismatch, the process encourages the user to go back to the previous step or steps and revise one or more of the relevant assumptions, tasks facilitated by GEMINI. The method outlined as petrofacies analysis, described above, integrates data from different sources such as cores, well logs, and well performance and then builds a volumetric geomodel. Finally, this geomodel can be checked against a mass balance calculation provided fluid recoveries are available. The strength of this method lies in the fact that it can be carried out in an interactive web environment making it both cost effective, versatile, and accessible to a team from different locations. This integrated analysis enables the building of an internally consistent geo-engineering model representing the reservoir. Such a model can be effectively used as the basis for reservoir simulation studies. Cell size in gridding and download capability in GEMINI make simulation modeling that much more of a reality for the independent. If not, volumetrics can help identify bypassed and underproduced intervals.

Petrofacies analysis is realized in GEMINI by providing log analysis that utilizes the Super-Pickett plot (Doveton, et al., 2000). Accompanying cross-sections and mapping functions extend these analyses of effective pay to the reservoir volume examined. GEMINI facilitates interactive and user-friendly translation of lithofacies to “petrofacies” utilizing an integration of the Rock Catalog and PiEFFER Log Analysis Module. PiEFFER stands for Petrofacies Evaluation of Formations for Engineering Reservoirs, log analysis software previously coded as Visual Basic in Microsoft Excel (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/software/pfeffer1.html). Using PiEFFER, reservoirs can be mapped in petrophysical space (log porosity vs log resistivity) and petrofacies patterns analyzed and mapped (Watney et al. 1999; Bhattacharya et al., 1999). Depth plots of different parameters such as bulk volume water, water saturation, and effective porosity can be analyzed to evaluate the role of lithofacies controls and model petrofacies distribution, and to ascertain reservoir conformance and continuity. Volumetric calculations based on the geomodel can be compared with recovered fluids to determine if additional adjustments are needed to the various cut-off criteria used to determine net pay, effective porosity and fluid saturations. Material balance calculations provide an independent means to verify the volumetrics of the petrophysical model. These tools thus enable the development of a robust geo-engineering model.
Reservoir geomodels are typically based on limited subsurface information and require classification of core and log data and their extrapolation between wells utilizing latest geological concepts, models, and analogs. Depositional sequence analysis is a popular methodology to classify strata and provides a means to characterize surfaces and define continuity and coherency of stratal elements so important to correlation. Substantiation of sequences includes understanding regional reservoir frameworks and incorporating knowledge gained from analogs. In addition to stratigraphic constraints, reservoir geometry is subject to interpretations of depositional environment, diagenesis, and structure, e.g., delta or estuary sandstones, oolite bars vs. spillover lobes. After these fundamental classifications and correlations are made, the next step is to analyze the petrophysical information and fill the reservoir volume. The procedure itself can lead to refining the geomodel, e.g., recognizing and substantiating flow units with more coherent physical properties. Iterations are needed along the way to develop the best fit between the petrophysical data and the geomodel. Ideally, this is a team effort between the geologist and engineer. As the complexity of a reservoir models grows, so can the uncertainty. In mature fields, often limited data and time compel a simple solution, at least initially. GEMINI provides a practical rapid solution to assemble, build, and verify these simple models before going to more complex ones.

Inexpensive spreadsheet software (Doveton et al., 2000), and now integrated, platform-independent, web-based software as GEMINI provide the opportunity for cost-effective translation of geomodels to geo-engineering models and its associated testing and validation. GEMINI also facilitates the necessary collaboration between geoscientists and engineers and leveraging the on-line public domain databases.

The steps in petrofacies analysis provided by GEMINI include analysis of core data, creation of Super-Pickett crossplots of well log data, volumetric calculations based on the reservoir petrophysics, and material balance calculations originating from the fluids produced. Material balance calculations are independent of the petrophysical data and results are used to verify the volumetrics. Moreover, material balance enables the identification of the reservoir drive mechanism (an important component of the reservoir model). The comparison between the volumetric and the mass balance calculations integrates the production, pressure and PVT data with the petrophysics of the geomodel. These tasks can all be carried out in this web application, thus facilitating iterative solutions to develop simple, but optimized geo-engineering models.

**Project Design**

The project interface in GEMINI has changed over the three years of development reflecting new modules and enhancements made to them. The flow has also been modified to make negotiation of GEMINI more user-friendly directed toward compiling well data and running software modules in the context of wells assembled into a defined project. Access to projects is password-protected. A user might establish a project for analysis, becoming the project owner, and, in turn, share it as read-only or permit full read and write capability. The data, analyses, and results that are maintained in a GEMINI project can be updated or retrieved and downloaded as web browser pages, ASCII files, images, and charts. The semicolon-delimited ASCII files permit further analysis using other software.
Well data are assembled in GEMINI through dialog boxes and map interfaces that, in turn, access networked data at the Kansas Geological Survey where the project data is stored. Procedures are described to launch this application to other public-domain databases so that users in other states will eventually be able to realize transparent access to applications using their primary public-domain databases. Integration of GEMINI with other public-domain datasets is the next step.

Data types assembled in GEMINI are a typical suite that is available online or that reside with the user (Figure 4). LAS (log ASCII standard) log files can be uploaded into a GEMINI project. Drillstem test (DST) analyses can be entered into the well database by typing in the information in a dialog. The user-friendly procedure to upload LAS data allows the user to specify confidentiality of the data for a time period to secure the data and then allow the general use of the information to help grow the public-domain information site.

- **Well Header**
  - location, completion, status, formation (reservoir) tops, perforations, tests
- **Production**
  - Fluid properties, cumulative & monthly volumes by lease, well, reservoir, and zone
- **Test results**
  - DST, production delineated by reservoir and depth
- **Core analysis**
  - rock information and analyses, petrofacies & pore type classifications
- **LAS files**

**Figure 4. Well data stream utilized in GEMINI.**

Data standards have been an ongoing challenge for the oil industry and us as we have migrated to digital data. The data-handling technology during this time period has evolved significantly during the three years of the contract period. The decision to use Java as the software of choice for the web applications itself was not an easy one due to the newness of the language and the potential for significant modification or replacement over time by other versions and even other software language. Once Java was decided on, the next step was to decide on how to link with the data. At the time the contract began, the options were not large or solutions robust in informatics. Even the work informatics in the title of the contact study had been examined since it was previously used decades before without the Internet. In the past two years informatics technology is growing as the next step in information discovery, linking databases worldwide that are desired to be linked to facilitate information integration and collaborations in utilization of this information. To this end, the decision was made to interface Java servelets with an Oracle relational database which would serve as the repository of information accessed and saved in GEMINI projects. User data need then to be uploaded to the server to permit use in a GEMINI project.
Counts of various data types in the KGS database

September 2003

395,932 Wells (QUALIFIED.WELL_HEADERS)
73,527 Leases (NOMENCLATURE.LEASES)
6,831 LAS files (LAS.WELL_HEADERS)
166,535 Elogs for 93,362 wells (ELOG.LOG_HEADERS)
10,708 scanned elogs for 6,107 wells that are available for download
(ELOG_SCAN_URLS)
2,451 DSTs (DST.DSTS)
1,822,393 tops for 154,787 wells (QUALIFIED.WELL_TOPS)
3,800 core samples analyzed -- for 21 wells – available in the database now
(CORE_LIBRARY.CORE_DATA_AND_DESCRIPTIONS)
7,800 core samples analyzed -- for 200 wells – data are being prepared for addition to
the existing data
400 core samples analyzed -- from the Arbuckle -- for 20-30 wells – data are being
prepared for addition to the existing data
   This is a longer-term project because there is still a few days of laboratory work
   that must be finished.
137 Crude oil samples analyzed for 136 wells
(FLUID_CATALOG.CRUDE_OIL_SAMPLES)
1811 Gas Compositions analyzed for 1626 wells
(FLUID_CATALOG.GAS_COMPOSITIONS)
Brine analyses from over 3500 wells

Data types and file structures vary significantly among public-domain and individual
users. Vendors strive to provide digital data that meet certain standards, if not internally being
consistent. File types generated and maintained in ASCII, such as well log LAS, have provided
straight forward reading and parsing into data frameworks. ASCII has dominated data types used
in GEMINI. In contrast, digital DST records written in binary are in need of standardization so
they can be read from the original files.

Standardization of table formats are usually not maintained between servers or in files
created by individual users. Also, nomenclature of variable names and mnemonics used vary
widely from area to area and database to database, e.g., stratigraphic names and well log types
(Figures 5 and 6). The metadata issues include variations in nomenclature and variable
completeness of data types needed to be solved before linking numbers of public-domain
databases. The Java tool development was accordingly focused to interact with a single server
with fixed data format. Steps were taken along with way to investigate options to extend the
applications to other servers once the technology was available to facilitate linkage with minimal overhead in time and resources for systems administrators of other public-domain servers.

The database mapping of subsurface stratigraphic names shown in Figure 6 shows the mnemonics that occur in the formation database and a correlation with stratigraphic nomenclature arranged by age and formation rank. Attempts to filter results and spatially map stratigraphic information require this database mapping.

Mapping Subsurface Stratigraphic Names

![Database mapping of stratigraphic mnemonics found in database tables of stratigraphic tops and producing formations.](image)

Well log mnemonics are similarly in need of database mapping so that log curves can be properly accessed and output (Figure 7). Occurrences of various log types are each correlated to a hierarchical family of logs. The classification is built around other standard classifications that are in the public domain such as the Society of Professional Well Log Analysts (SPWLA) ([http://www.spwla.org/library_info/mnemonics/mnemonics.htm](http://www.spwla.org/library_info/mnemonics/mnemonics.htm)), POSC, a not-for-profit organization working on petroleum industry data standards also provides information to help map the log mnemonics ([http://www.posc.org/technical/PWLS/pwls_20.htm](http://www.posc.org/technical/PWLS/pwls_20.htm)). The Canadian Well Logging Society, which provided the LAS standard, also has software to certify LAS files before they are uploaded to the server ([http://www.cwls.org/las_info.htm](http://www.cwls.org/las_info.htm)).
Mapping LAS Mnemonics

Mapping LAS Mnemonics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>STANDARD_UNIT</th>
<th>STANDARD_UNITS</th>
<th>STANDARD_UNITS_DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>AVG</th>
<th>VAR</th>
<th>COUNT</th>
<th>ID_KEY</th>
<th>CV_KEY</th>
<th>CV_VALUE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>403</td>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>depth</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404</td>
<td>Gamma Density</td>
<td>gpr/m</td>
<td>gamma density</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>Ultra Density</td>
<td>gpr/m</td>
<td>density</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Database mapping of log mnemonics.

In the past three years access and display of public-domain data has grown significantly as software visualization tools have become available such as at the KGS (Figure 8).

> Dynamic Mapping of Kansas Oil and Gas Data with Spatial Data Engines and Internet Map Server

Hugoton Field Area

Hugoton wells shown

Thickness of Lansing-Kansas City Groups

Victory Field lease production define curves

From Production Module

Figure 8. Software tools such as ESRI's ARC IMS MapServer help to assemble and display information available in public-domain databases such as at the KGS.
GEMINI is launched from an application web site (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/index.html). Java applets using Swing (enhanced graphical user interface) are used to access the program. Java Servlets act as a bridge between the Client and the Server to access data and files (Figure 8). GEMINI has separate applications that are also modularized in software coding, facilitating the development as well as future maintenance and modification. The segmented operating software reduces the size of files that are transferred to the user and consequently the download time (Figure 8). Browser interfaces used in some of the output from GEMINI as well as ASCII file generation provides options to easily save, print, and further utilize results. The software has been designed so that multiple users can access one account and participate in collaborative solutions. Also, the software modules are “threaded” to allow multiple users to access the same applications and databases without interfering with each other.

![GEMINI Applet-Servlet Communication Diagram](image)

Figure 9. The basic software framework for GEMINI software and data exchange between the server, database, and user/client.
Figure 10. Modular software development in GEMINI showing groups of modules organized by well and field level accompanied by rock and fluid catalogs and PVT calculator for a total of 14 modules. Modules operate as part of an integrated workflow allowing information and results to be passed between modules within a user-defined project. Certain modules can also be used as standalone basis, e.g., DST, synthetic seismic, Rock Catalog, and PVT. The LAS viewer in Well Profile and the production plot from Well Production module are also standalone activities that run against single wells and leases, respectively, in the database.

A penultimate GEMINI Version 3.6 was issued on July 31st, 2003, which was extensively tested. The final version of GEMINI was released on September 30, 2003 containing 908 Java Source Files, Applets, Servlets, Plot Classes, Math Model Classes, Java Swing Frames, Panels and Table Classes in 284,772 lines of Java code (see modules in Figure 10). Descriptions of versions are available on the GEMINI website (Figure 9). Level 2 compliant code and documentation is utilized to insure that code can be easily understood by other programmers for maintenance and modification (Figure 10). Code listing is available through the web browser to facilitate updating and review by programming team. Program organization is suited to facilitate open programming environment to permit other Java code to be easily added to those already present. This open environment may be an added incentive for participation by other public-domain sites to tailor new software to meet their particular needs as well as assisting the needs of other public-domain sites to better serve their clients.
Figure 11. Documentation of each version is available through the GEMINI website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version Number</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>July 31, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>June 25, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>May 15, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>May 14, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>March 5, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>December 2, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>August 13, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>June 25, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>May 2, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>March 19, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>January 25, 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Java source code is organized into a centrally organized web-based format. The source code is well documented to facilitate maintenance and modification.

Security of a user’s data and project is an important component in GEMINI development. The project is established on the server with a user ID and password. The user is the owner of the project who can view and edit the data. The owner can add other users to the project and allow other users to view only the project results of view and edit the information in the project. Information is thus secure on the public server which is maintained and backed up rigorously to insure that access is uninterrupted. Drawbacks are that the user needs to have Internet access, reliable access and a secure, relatively fast connection. Since the initiation of this project, all of these components have been realized for a majority of anticipated business users.

Integration with a public-domain database has many advantages, but while the public-domain data may be considerable, the user must upload their data to the server if it is unavailable. The procedure to accomplish this has been defined and the primary pathway has been to allow the user to e-mail the data to Gemini-Upload@kgs.ku.edu, primarily as ASCII text.
The other security issue is that some data within a project may be secure to certain members of the team. These data can have additional password protection to allow certain users access (Figure 13).

![GEMINI Validate if user has access to data](image)

**Figure 13. Password protection of a database in GEMINI.**

The project framework offers a unique collaborative environment where a project team can be located anywhere the Internet is available. The project provides an integrated environment to apply the software modules to realize the development of a geo-engineering model of the reservoirs when one may not have been forthcoming from the available tools. It can not be overemphasized that the results can be downloaded and transferred to other software tools to achieve additional insights into the reservoir being analyzed.

While the specified deliverable in this contract was an integrated project, several software functions, namely the PVT Calculator, LAS Viewer, Production Plotting, Gridding and Mapping, and Material Balance have been adapted at the close of the project to Java Web Start standalone applications that are run from the user’s computer, [http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/Tools/Tools.html](http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/Tools/Tools.html), and as web applications that run alongside data in a browser next to the data that accessed (Figures 14 and 15). The versatility of the software is readily apparent providing options for use with other public-domain database and websites.
Norcan East—Oil and Gas Production

Field Map (open in new window): [View Field Map]
Field map is presented as an interactive ArcView map in a new window. Program updated July 2003 with wells labeled at certain zoom levels.

Production Charts
- [View Simple JERG chart]
- [View Java-based Gemini chart]

Figure 14. Access of Java-based production charting tool next to data, running outside of an integrated GEMINI project.

Figure 15. GEMINI production plot launched from web browser next to the production data. User is able to manipulate the chart using the interactive dialog.
In the course of development, the primary interface has evolved and been refined. The interface includes icons for all modules, catalogs, and calculators that are color-coded by status (Figure 16).

The GEMINI website at [http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/index.html](http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/index.html) provides the entry point for users. This GEMINI requires a Java 2, v 1.4.2 (J2SE) plug-in installed on the client’s computer. The plug-in is obtained free from the Sun Microsystems website ([http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/download.html](http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/download.html)) as provided in a link in the GEMINI opening page.

Fourteen software modules in GEMINI are grouped into three categories: geological, engineering, and utilities (Figure 16). The geological modules include: Well Profile (viewing LAS logs), Rock Catalog, PfEFFER log analysis, Synthetic Seismogram, Correlative Modeling (cross section), and KHAN. The later is a non parametric statistical software used to predict categorical information, such as hydrocarbon pay, from well log response. The Engineering modules include Volumetrics (including mapping), DST Analyst, PVT calculator, Production (bubble map movies and time plots), Material Balance, and ASCII output to a simulator.

The web pages that accompany Java applet dialogs guide the user through the use of GEMINI (e.g., Figure 17). The opening web page provides updates on reports, personnel, links, and access to tutorial and help functions. A “Log on to GEMINI” button is used to launch GEMINI.
Figure 17. Opening browser dialog. User clicks on <Log on to GEMINI> button to begin a session. Browser can be used to negotiate GEMINI or examine reports and developments in GEMINI.

Programming Considerations

The first year of GEMINI Project focused on the design of the Application Web Site. A prototype of the GEMINI Application Web Site was created using Java Applets for the client side and Java Servlets for the server side. The first year was used to illustrate how GEMINI was going to work. Procedures for development of the modules were prepared. A detailed schedule was also defined that outlined the remaining tasks for the remaining 2 years of the contract.

Prototypes developed in the first year became completed modules in Years 2 and 3. The Volumetric and Rock Catalog Modules required a total redesign, including dialogs and functionality. Another full-time Java Programmer was hired to insure the completion of all the modules promised in the original contract and delivered on-time, September 30, 2003 at the conclusion of the contract period. A workshop was held on September 24th to review results and examples that were analyzed from participating companies (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/gemini-reports.html).

In moving from the prototype phase to the development phase, scripts were written to manage, build, and release the GEMINI Modules. As each module was completed, a complete build and create procedure was made with a new Version directory that is available on the KGS Server including the following code:
GEMINI Modules
- HTML Files for each Module
- Applet JAR Files

Documentation Directory (see example in Figure 18)
- All the GEMINI Source Code
- Documentation Web Pages for each completed Module – These web pages consists of screen captures of the GEMINI Module dialogs with brief explanation of the different classes the module calls. The web pages have links to the Java Source Code as well as other web pages to illustrate other dialogs. This method provides a way to keep the source code in a common place for all developers and managers to have access to it.
- All Scripts used to build GEMINI Modules and Servlets
- The SQL Scripts to create the GEMINI Database Tables.

Figure 18. Example of the documentation directory for the KHAN module in GEMINI.
The goals at the time of the Official Release were to provide a fully tested version of GEMINI that met the deliverables stated in the original proposal and to demonstrate the practical application of the software using examples and expert feedback provided by eight participating companies. The concept of integrated web-based software tools and proof of methodologies including use of Java servelets, applets, Web Start, and XML-based data handling were developed and demonstrated for use with public-domain database and website. Additional support is needed to implement the software among the public domain database.

GEMINI deliverables are listed in the following table.

- An internet web-site
  - http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/Gemini/index.html
- Rock and Fluid Catalogs
  - Access through the Gemini User/Project Module
    http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/Gemini/R1.0/GeminiUserProjectModule.html
- Web-based analytical software tools.
  - Well Level Modules (Well Profile, PfEFFER, DST, Synthetic Seismogram, KHAN)
  - Field Level Modules (Cross Section, Volumetric, Production, Material Balance, ASCII Output for Reservoir Simulation, PVT Calculator)
  - Access through the Gemini User/Project Module
    http://www.kgs.ukans.edu/Gemini/R1.0/GeminiUserProjectModule.html
- Tutorial module including theory, application of analytical tools and operation of GEMINI.
- Reports, Seminars, Conferences and Workshops will be provided as records of technology transfer activities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Task 1. Design Project Interface

Subtask 1.1. Evaluate Needs of User and Define Software Options

A key task was to define the user’s needs for improved reservoir modeling via web applications. A series of workshops, presentations, demonstrations, and posters were conducted over the course of the project involving annual meetings with representatives of the eight company participants; technical meetings of the Kansas Geological Society, Tulsa Geological Society, and the Panhandle Geological Society; annual seminars with the Kansas Independent Oil and Gas Association in conjunction with PTTC; and annual meetings of the AAPG. In addition a series of evolving examples of regional, field, and lease applications were developed to demonstrate use. Information was posted on the GEMINI website to encourage interest.

It was learned that many small operators conduct some form of reservoir modeling including basic log analysis and pay identification. The mapping of net pay in conjunction with standard reservoir descriptors such as structure and isopachs is also done when a lease or field reached a critical juncture, e.g., when property was sold or when EOR was being considered. The tasks are carried out by the geologist or engineer, either one who may be a consultant working with the operator. Partnering companies also tend to employ their own models and compare results. Thus, the concept of conducting the task of integrated reservoir geo-engineering modeling collaboratively on the web in real-time where everyone is works on the same model is non traditional.

The Internet technology at the outset of the project in 2000 was pointed toward Java as the best vehicle to deliver the product since it is platform independent and developed around the concept of a versatile web interface. Access to the Internet and higher speed Internet service was being realized for small independent operators. The petroleum operator was increasingly more knowledgeable and savvy with the computing environment improving their abilities and potential to interact with a web-based computer reservoir modeling program. The availability of public-domain, web-based data was also in a discovery stage as was the general availability of digital data to the small petroleum operator obtained directly from the field. Finally, the precise software and methodology to link software to other public-domain databases to accommodate varying database systems and levels of support and variable data types offered uncertainty for future implementation once GEMINI applications were in place on one server, i.e., the KGS side. Since then, Java has matured and expanded its capabilities and features offering new utilities that make the programming language more efficient and offer solutions that can make implementation of GEMINI software tools on a national level at reality. An example is the major revision of Java in 2003 (version 1.4.2, also called J2SE) that greatly facilitates implementing new options to adapt server-based applications such as GEMINI to run on the user’s PC with or without an internet connection (Web Start, http://java.sun.com/products/javawebstart/). Importantly, GEMINI was readily adapted to the new version of Java. In addition, the Java programming environment has embraced the interaction with XML databases, and as demonstrated this contract we have demonstrated its use at the vehicle to extend GEMINI to other distributed databases nationwide, namely other public-domain petroleum databases. It is clear that future development of GEMINI involves combinations server-based software, Java
Web Start that runs on a user’s PC, and reading and writing XML handle data exchange and even project development. The implementation of the GEMINI necessarily needs to involve minimal time and cost on the part of those providing access to the public-domain databases.

Subtask 1.2. Implement a Phased Development Strategy and Schedule

1.2.1. User/Project Module Development. User/Project is a utility module that establishes a project and assigned a user and password. This primary user is able to add or delete users who have permission to view or edit a project. A user can have multiple projects. The primary user is the manager of projects as they are developed. Interactive dialogs and maps are used to negotiate the public-domain database, select wells, and upload associated well information (Figure 1.1).

User can upload LAS log files simply by emailing data or arranging for FTP transfer. An example of uploaded data is shown in Figure 1.2. Confidentiality can be maintained.
The user adds wells residing on the public-domain database using the User/Project dialog (Figure 1.3). The user is able to manage the data and access modules from this entry point. Once the user establishes a project, they can use a notes feature to establish a running dialog about the project, describing the main features and tasks to be done or those accomplished to assist collaborations from remote locations or simply remind the user (Figure 1.4).
1.2.2. Project Workflow. Project Workflow tracks the progress of GEMINI project including activities completed and parameters obtained. The user can rapidly determine the status of the tasks performed and evaluate specific parameters used in the analysis (Figures 1.5 and 1.6).
The Project Workflow was designed to provide awareness of the capabilities of the software and encourage the user to explore options that they are less familiar. Thus, project workflow options are prominently displayed on the GEMINI log-in web page (Figure 1.7).
Task 2. Reservoir Characterization

Subtask 2.1. Parameter Definition

2.1.1. Well Profile Module. The Well Profile Module is used to view LAS (Log ASCII Standard) wireline log files and interactively annotate logs with formation tops, pay/flow units for log analysis, perforations, and DST intervals; print logs to scale, or export image files to other applications. The primary well profile dialog is used to select the depth interval, the vertical scale, the log curves and tracks, curve colors and scale, core data to be included, and computation of quick-look log analysis, e.g., water saturation (Figure 2.1). The result is a screen image of the logs such as in Figure 2.2 or a jpeg file that can saved to the user’s computer and printed to scale. The onscreen version of the well log can be interactively used to select new formation tops in addition to those incorporated from the database and used to define intervals of the reservoir that may proxy as flow units. Also, the user can set the drill stem and perforation intervals to be shown later in cross section displays (Figure 2.3). This annotated or marked log developed in Well Profile is saved for use in other modules, in particular, log analysis and cross section. These marked logs can be modified as needed, as the reservoir model is refined. As described above, digital logs can be uploaded into a project as they are obtained by the user and viewed, marked, and shared with other users who are collaborating.

Figure 2.4 illustrates the use of the quick look pay feature in the Well Profile Module that can be used to target zones of interest. Detailed log analysis is accomplished in the PfEFFER log analysis module, built around principles of petrofacies analysis as described in the next section.
Figure 2.1. Dialog used in Well Profile that is used to select depth interval, depth scale, curve type and tracks, formation tops database, core data to display, and provide quick look log analysis (saturation parameters such as Sw using PfEFFER). User sets plot limits which include scales in tracks and color of curves.

Figure 2.2. Screen capture of dialog showing Well Profile including core data plotted as small Circles and location of core images along right margin.

Figure 2.3. When mouse is clicked in an active log window in the Well Profile module, a pop-up windows appears that is used to add formation tops, set intervals for PfEFFER (log analysis), and establish perforated and DST intervals.
Figure 2.4. Example of well profile from a well in Minneola Field where Pennsylvanian cycles overlying Mississippian (Ste. Genevieve Limestone) identified as S1, S2, and S3. Cycle S2 contains a thin sandstone reservoir. Quick look pay indicator in Well Profile provides indication of pay in cycle S2. Small dot on depth track shows perforated interval.

Subtask 2.2. Petrophysical Modeling

Well data – integrating log and core data with production performance

Data collected from electric logs and cores serve as major building blocks in construction of the geological model of a reservoir. In turn, log analysis needs to be fully integrated with the process of building the geo-engineering models. Upscaling core and log data to that of reservoir scale of grid cells, at times measuring to several hundred square feet, requires close integration of reservoir geology, rock characteristics and their horizontal and vertical extent and also their correspondence with the associated production data. This is ideally an iterative process where the user can return to the log analysis to adjust the parameters, such as after comparing volumetric and material balance results (Bhattacharya et al., 1999).

The petrophysical data finally attributed to the reservoir grids must be able to support the production performance of the reservoir. This match between field performance and rock attributes not only validates the geomodel of the reservoir, but sets the stage to conduct a reservoir simulation study. A powerful technique to analyze wireline log data is a graphical
procedure known as the Pickett Plot (Pickett, 1973). The Pickett plot is a crossplot of porosity and resistivity on a log-log scale. The application of this technique has been enhanced through the development of the Super Pickett crossplot (Doveton 1995; Bhattacharya et al., 1999) (Figure 2.5).

![Super Pickett Crossplot](image)

**Figure 2.5.** Super Pickett crossplot (upper left and lower right), log porosity vs. log resistivity plot annotated with 3rd variable such as depth. Contours in Super Pickett crossplot include water saturation and bulk volume water (the product of water saturation and porosity).

Basic petrophysical data, such as porosity and water saturation, are generally insufficient to explain or predict well performance. Pore character (which includes pore size distribution and its associated capillarity) plays an important role in determining the production potential of a reservoir rock. The Super Pickett crossplot helps relate the log data to pore characteristics and to well performance. On this cross-plot, the Archie equations are plotted as water saturation contours along with contours of bulk volume water (i.e., BVW – product of porosity and water saturation) contours. Permeability contours for sandstone reservoirs can also be defined using the Timur equation.

Using pattern recognition techniques on Super Pickett plots, it is possible to study the effects of pore size on irreducible water saturation and hence on the bulk volume water. This enables the user to relate water-free hydrocarbon production potential to irreducible bulk volume water (BVW), also referred to as critical bulk volume water. Capillary pressure data can be overlaid on the Super Pickett crossplot and can be used to identify petrofacies. User defined cut-offs can be applied on these plots to highlight the net pay in each well (Figure 2.6). Superimposition of NMR enables estimation of water cut potentials of the net pay.
Using Super Pickett plot to highlight pay “cut-offs”

![Diagram of using Super Pickett plot to highlight pay “cut-offs”](image)

Figure 2.6. Pay cut-offs applied to a Super Pickett crossplot. Vsh used to define gross play, porosity cut-off is used to permeable reservoir, and water saturation is used to define zones with economic oil cut. Critical bulk volume water, varying according to pore type, is used to estimate water cut. Critical BVW will generally be higher for reservoir rock with smaller pores.

It is only after the well production performance has been correlated to log and core data that the user is able to define representative petrophysical properties to the producing horizons in the well. The Super Pickett crossplot effectively integrates log, core and production data.

Super Pickett Crossplots - Applications of pattern recognition techniques

a) Bulk Volume Water - BVW

A common problem is the difficulty to explain a well’s production performance from the electric logs. Porosity and permeability of a horizon is often insufficient to determine the producibility of the horizon. There are numerous occasions when zones have high water saturations, but produce free hydrocarbons and vice versa. A solution to this dilemma has been to use bulk volume water. Bulk volume of water when related to the rock type and its pore character gives important clues about the production potential of the rock (Buckles, 1965; Masters, 1979). For a given rock type, there exists an inverse relationship, a hyperbolic trend
(Buckles, 1965) between the irreducible water saturation, \( S_{wi} \), and its porosity, also noted by several early authors including Archie (Archie 1952) (Bhattacharya et al., 1999).

\[ \phi \times S_{wi} = BVW_i \]

As the pore characteristics change between rock types, so does the value of the irreducible bulk volume of water. Thus, each hyperbolic trend represents a characteristic signature for a particular pore size distribution in a rock body. This characteristic signature exists because the \( S_{wi} \) value is dependent on the factors, such as capillary pressure and the surface tension on the internal rock surfaces, which are dependent on the pore characteristics. A BVW plot (Figure 2.7) of a moderately homogenous rock body will show zones at \( S_{wi} \) to lie on the characteristic BVW\(_i\) curve for that rock while zones with water saturation values greater than the \( S_{wi} \) will lie above this BVW\(_i\) curve. Thus, the plotting of BVW lines on a porosity-resistivity crossplot, such as the Super Pickett, is an effective way to incorporate pore characteristics with the log characteristics. The advantage of plotting the BVW lines on a log-log crossplot is that the above equation appears as a straight line (Doveton, 1995). Pay zones with water saturations at \( S_{wi} \) will produce water free hydrocarbons while those with higher water saturations (and located in the transition zone) will show a water cut. The extent of the water cut can even be estimated from the relative position of the producing horizon within the transition zone.

![Super Pickett Interpretation of Field Examples](image)

Figure 2.7. Variation in BVW and pore type as discerned from Super Pickett crossplot.
Typically a low BVW_i value represents a distribution of relatively larger pore sizes as the S_wi value is smaller for such a rock. For distributions of finer (smaller) pore sizes the internal area of the rock increases and this results in a higher S_wi value which in turn leads to a higher characteristic BVW_i value (Figure 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9). Different rock types have different pore size distributions and thus they will end up having different BVW_i values. The BVW_i value for a particular rock is not only dependent on its pore size distribution but also on the height of the oil/gas column. For rocks with similar pore size distributions, the value of BVW_i is smaller for taller hydrocarbon columns. The increased buoyancy in a thick hydrocarbon column is able to overcome a higher capillary pressure value and thus it reduces the S_wi. The BVW_i value for a particular rock type corresponds to the BVW contour associated with data points which have produced and tested water free hydrocarbons. Water free hydrocarbon producing zones are generally found to cluster around the BVW_i line on the Super Pickett crossplot (Figure 2.8). For cases where the critical water saturation, S_wcrit (i.e., K_rw = 0), is different from S_wi, critical BVW (BVW_crit) takes a value greater than BVW_i. However, one must be cautioned that BVW_i or BVW_crit defined via the Super Pickett plot can be considered to be representative of the rock body only when the rock body is assumed to have a similar pore size distribution as that of the zone producing water free hydrocarbons.

**Figure 2.8.** Clustering of points in Super Pickett crossplot suggesting interval of water-free hydrocarbon production.
Inferences from Super Pickett signatures:

- Low BVW at low phi - zone may be at Swi but low phi may result low K
- Cluster of points hanging around a BVW line - zone at Swi
- Phi increasing with decrease in resistivity - finer pores or transition
- Constant Phi with decreasing resistivity and increasing Sw - transition zone

Figure 2.9. Common trends of points on Super Pickett crossplot.

A definitive example of the combined use of BVW (porosity x water saturation), porosity and Sw to distinguish pay (Figure 2.10). These cut-offs along with fractional shale are used to define pay in the PiEFFER log analysis module.

Figure 2.10. Combined cut-offs of BVW (phi x Sw), phi, and Sw as used to define hydrocarbon pay.
b) Permeability Contours

The Super Pickett crossplot also includes application of permeability contours. One common quantitative method to predict permeability from logs is to use an empirical equation of the form:

\[ K = A \times \phi^B \]

where A and B are constants that are determined from the correlation developed from core measurements between permeability and porosity. It adds to the accuracy of the correlation when the core porosities are correlated with the log porosities during the determination of the above constants. The above predictive equation has worked with acceptable errors as a screening tool when such an equation is specifically developed for a particular producing horizon in an individual field. However, the use of the equation, applicable only to sandstones, can result in large errors, while when used for carbonates the errors often range across orders of magnitude. Thus, it is prudent to use permeability contours with caution. One of the reasons for the discrepancy in permeability prediction by equations of the above form is that permeability is not solely dependent on the pore volume of the rock. It is controlled by many other factors such as the internal surface area, tortuosity in the pore network, pore throat geometry etc. For sandstones, different equations such as Kozeny Carmen and Wyllie-Rose have been proposed to include effects of specific surface area and \( S_{wi} \). The Wyllie-Rose equation has been further modified by several authors such as Tixier, Timur, Coates-Dumanoir, Coates etc. Of these the Timur equation, shown below, is perhaps the most widely used equation for sandstones relating the permeability \( K \) (md) as a function of porosity and irreducible water saturation.

\[ K^{0.5} = \frac{100 \times \phi^{2.25}}{S_{wi}} \]

Porosity and saturation in the above equation are expressed in fractional units. Permeability contours, expressed in terms of porosity and \( S_{wi} \), further enhance the production prediction capability of the Super Pickett plot. The Timur equation is recommended for use in drawing permeability contours on the crossplots. The user may however use a different correlation to generate permeability contours by simply changing the coefficients.

Timur’s equation correlates the permeability with the porosity at irreducible water saturation. Thus, the permeability contours can be directly used to obtain permeability for points located in the hydrocarbon reservoir where the water saturation has been reduced to \( S_{wi} \). For points located in the transition zone (i.e., where \( S_w > S_{wi} \)), the permeability contours can be utilized only when it is assumed that the rock type and the pore character remain similar to that in the reservoir. These points in the transition zone, are displaced horizontally (i.e., maintaining the porosity constant) to the BVW line (where \( S_w = S_{wi} \)) and then the corresponding permeability is determined. Figure 2.11 exemplifies the technique of using Timur permeability contours on the Super Pickett crossplot for sandstone reservoirs.
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Figure 2.11. Illustration of the use of the Timur equation to estimate permeability.

c) Common Signatures on the Super Pickett Plot

One of the major benefits of using the Super Pickett plot is that it allows the user to spot patterns and infer meaning about the cause of the pattern, allowing the user to acquire insight into the petrophysical data such as pore size and distribution. Points and particularly clusters of points with low BVW values generally indicate that the water saturation is near the \( S_{wi} \) value and that the hydrocarbon saturation is significant. Perforation of such a zone should produce very little water or water-free hydrocarbons. However, if low BVW values are associated with low porosity values then the producibility of the zone may come in doubt because of poor permeability of the zone. In case the zone of interest is sandstone, the user can overlay the permeability contours on the Super Pickett plot to make an educated prediction about the general potential of the horizon.

One common pattern that often appears in a Super Pickett plot is a cluster of points around a particular BVW line. This signifies that the series of points is at irreducible water saturation where the BVW value is constant irrespective of the porosity. Another trend that is often noted on the Super Pickett plot is the increase in BVW values with increasing porosity. Experience from analysis of many logs suggests that such a pattern indicates a fining of the pore size distribution in the rock or an increase in the shaliness of the formation or both. Transition zones (from water-free pays to water zones or oil water contacts) are often indicated on the Super...
Pickett as a sequence of points showing a decrease in resistivity and an increase in water saturation. The length of transition zone reflects on the distribution of pore throat sizes in the rock. A long transition is indicative of a distribution that includes pore throats of all sizes while a shorter transition suggests predominately larger pore throats.

d) Pay cut-off summary

“Pay” is that portion of the reservoir that contributes to production and its identification helps to define perforation intervals in a well. Various criteria such as shaliness, fluid saturation content, porosity, and permeability are employed to define pay, and these are called “cut-offs”. The definition of pay also helps to identify net (effective) pay from gross pay and both of these parameters are important inputs to reservoir simulators. For an individual well, the Super Pickett plot provides an excellent setup to fine tune the cut-offs for each of the various screening parameters and relate the porosity, saturation and BVW of the points which escape the cut-offs with the recorded production of the well. Field-wide pay cut-offs can be generated from the individual well cut-offs and can be applied to a standardized Pickett plot (Doveton 1995) to select new perforation intervals in either new or old wells.

The gamma ray log (and therefore $V_{sh}$, shale fraction) is also useful as an added parameter to screen shaly intervals of the reservoir. The non shaly reservoir zones are then screened by a porosity cut-off. A porosity cut off also acts as a rough screening tool for permeability. The water saturation cut-off is employed to isolate zones that have the potential to provide economic hydrocarbon production. The BVW cut-off is used to screen out the reservoir intervals which can be expected to provide water free (or low water) hydrocarbon production. This BVW cut-off is $BVW_{crit}$. $BVW_{crit}$ relates to the pore size distribution of the rock and the position in the hydrocarbon column. All these individual cut offs can be superimposed on the Super Pickett plot to delineate pay. Such an exercise allows the user to immediately identify the “net pay” on the plot and when this is carried out in an interactive spread sheet medium the user can establish a range of cut-off values rather than discrete numbers and also watch interactively the effects of varying one or more cut off parameters. Volumetrics associated with these net pay calculations can then be compared to production. Log derived pay is directed input into the volumetrics module of GEMINI, results that can, in turn, can be compared with material balance calculations.

Integration of log and core data at the individual well level with its corresponding production performance enables the user to define reliable petrophysical values for the producing horizons at the well. Representative petrophysical values, such as gross and net pay, effective porosity, and saturation can be compared with reported well performance to check their representativeness. These well data can then be used to generate grid values for the entire field as they are in the Volumetrics Module. Confidence on the source data used in the gridding calculations is important as these grids will form the basis for the volumetric assay and will finally form sections of the input file for the reservoir simulator. The Super Pickett plot provides a graphic platform for pattern recognition that enables the user to identify petrophysical trends while relating log and core data to well performance. The user can easily change one or more of the input parameters such as cut-offs, cementation exponent, saturation exponent, formation
water resistivity etc. An unacceptable match will prompt the user to redefine one or more of the input parameters and also may be the underlying assumptions of the geological model.

2.2.1. PfEFFER Log Analysis Module

The log analysis module is PfEFFER referring to “Petrofacies Evaluation of Formations for Engineering Reservoirs”. The Java coding in GEMINI is a rewrite of the successful Visual Basic/Excel version ([http://www.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/software/pfeffer1.html](http://www.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/software/pfeffer1.html)). PfEFFER operates using digital log data, LAS format. The module allows the user to perform log analysis on each region or zone defined consisting of a depth range. The reservoir layers delineated in correlation allow the user to establish consistency in correlations. The user can define the zones or regions in the Well Profile Module, on a cross section, or in the opening page of the PfEFFER Module (Figures 2.12 and 2.13).

![PfEFFER Module](image)

**Figure 2.12.** Opening dialog of the PfEFFER manual, which allows the user to re-examine the well profile, view and revise the regions or zones of the reservoir to analyze, or simply launch the PfEFFER program.
Figure 2.13. Once PfEFFER is launched for a particular well, the user is able to access all the zones being examined and analyze them.

The example shown in Figure 2.13 includes a series of tabs near the base, one being highlighted, the LansingJ. The right column indicates the depth range and the reservoir parameters of the LansingJ derived from the log analysis. These results are available to the Volumetrics Module.

A second dialog box for the LansingJ zone is shown in Figure 2.14 accessed by clicking on the Parameters Tab. The Archie Equation Parameters and pay cut-offs are set in this dialog. The goal is to use the cut-offs as a trial and error basis constrained by nonproductive and productive wells. Experience has shown that the cut-offs work together and pay in some wells may be limited by one cut-off over another.

Figure 2.14. PfEFFER dialog containing Archie Equation Parameters and Pay Cut-Offs.
After setting the Archie Equation Parameters and pay cut-offs the user can open the
computation dialog (Figure 2.15). This dialog allows the user to complete the calculation sheet
by setting the depth values and load the well log data that are used to compute reservoir pay.
Each button activates an appropriate dialog used to complete the computation sheet. A water
saturation model is then selected and the user solves for water saturation and pay. Those
effective pay intervals are denoted by non zero values in the pay column representing
hydrocarbon saturation times porosity times incremental depth. Calculated pay and respective
footages are summed and averages calculated for water saturation and porosity in the pay zones
to provide values that are passed to the volumetric module. Each zone or horizon analyzed is
similarly handled in the each well.

Figure 2.15. Computation
dialog for LansingJ.

Figure 2.16. Small
function buttons with
icons are found across the
top of the PFEFFER
dialog. The leftmost icon
is to construct a log plot at
various rational scales.
The PfEFFER module includes a suite of small icons across the top of the dialog boxes that provide a series of functions to further analyze the log data (Figure 2.16). An example of a log plot is shown in Figure 2.17.

Another is used to analyze for secondary porosity.

Figure 2.17. Depth plot of results from well log analysis. Resistivity, porosity with bulk volume water to show separation where pay may be located, and the 3rd track is apparent m, water saturation, Vsh, and Pay. Note the pay in this well within a sandstone layer in the S2 cycle. Perforations are shown in the depth track.
**PfEFFER log analysis** incorporates conventional log analysis to define pay cut-offs using water models and Super Pickett crossplots annotated with BVW (bulk volume water) and Sw contours (Figure 2.17). The data points are connected by depth and, in this example, the points are color-coded by depth through the sandstone reservoir. Patterns produced reflect pore type and relative fluid saturations, the later related to the capillarity of the pore and fluid system and the elevation above the hydrocarbon:water contact. Correlating the clusters and patterns of points on the Pickett crossplot with data from core descriptions and analyses is used to establish the reservoir’s petrofacies, a distinctive family of the lithofacies and pore type. Clusters of points, often paralleling BVW contours suggests the reservoir is at irreducible water saturation. Also, succession of points that form a linear trend paralleling porosity suggest a transition zone while those that parallel water saturation lines possibly indicate changes in pore type, with smaller pores toward higher values of BVW. Points that lie

![Figure 2.18. Super Pickett crossplot with contours of water saturation in blue and bulk water volume shown in red. Points are color coded by depth as shown on legend. Corresponding well log shown in right with arrow identifying the zone of interest, the J zone. Blue vertical lines in depth column indicated separate carbonate reservoir analyzed in PfEFFER project. Red vertical lines with horizontal bars represent drill stem test intervals. Small red circles in depth tract represent perforated interval.]
along the 100% water saturation line indicate that they are water wet. Principles of petrofacies analysis are described by Doveton et al. (2000). Guy (2002) provides a collection of several hundred Pickett crossplots for Kansas reservoirs. Application of petrofacies analysis is illustrated in Watney et al. (2001).

The petrofacies (lithofacies & pore type) approach is well suited in helping designate flow units. Separate clusters of points separated by low porosity non reservoir rock are obvious means to help choose reservoir layers. Vertical fluid communication may be suggested by trends of clustered points possibly indicating one transition zone. Uniform spatial patterns of BVW and Sw between wells for a correlated layer can provide evidence for reservoir continuity. Once flow units/layers are defined, well log analysis can be performed and average properties derived for further modeling. PfEFFER log analysis calculates average values for the parameters. The PfEFFER module also provides a summary of parameters in a single dialog that can be used alongside the Pickett crossplot and the well log plot (Figure 2.19).

Figure 2.19. Well information and well parameter dialogs including key information about well and reservoir. Dialog also provides entry point to various activities in the log analysis module. Data can be easily downloaded.
Complex lithologies such as Pennsylvanian marine and estuarine mixed clastic-carbonate cycles can be readily analyzed with Pe, neutron-density logs and the PfEFFER log analysis module. PfEFFER provides standard Rhomaa-Umaa plots that can be tailored to the dominant lithologies (Figures 2.20 and 2.21).

Figure 2.20. Rhomma-Umaa crossplot for Pennsylvanian cyclic mixed clastic-carbonate interval in Minneola Field, Clark County, Kansas.

Figure 2.21. Combined Well Profile of cyclic mixed clastic-carbonate interval in Minneola Field and depth profile of lithology solution from Rhomma-Umaa crossplot.
Depth-constrained cluster analysis is a practical tool in PfEFFER that can quickly identify zonation on a reservoir (Figure 2.22). In this example below, the Pennsylvanian cyclic mixed clastic-carbonate sedimentary succession was subdivided into ten units based on cluster analysis using the gamma ray, neutron and density porosity, and induction log. These layers are compared with the three cycles, S1, S2 and S3, that were identified from cored lithofacies and log correlation using sequence stratigraphic concepts. Thin red horizontal lines are drawn to highlight the cycle boundaries. S1 is carbonate-dominated and forms one major cluster while the S2 and S3 are clastic dominated. Further clustering identifies the various beds of sandstone, shale, and carbonate including the bed that is the perforated reservoir-bearing unit (as highlighted with the arrow on the illustration).

![Figure 2.22. Depth-constrained clustering on right half compared to well profile showing cycles including pay interval highlighted in red.](image)

Comparison of the petrophysical character of reservoir layers can be accomplished by compilation of a set of Pickett crossplots of each layer or displaying Pickett plots for a number of wells from a reservoir zone (Figure 2.23). The Lower Pennsylvanian Morrow sandstone reservoir in the example below is divided into five layers as shown in the underlying depth plot of a well from the project. All of the layers in this well lie above the oil:water contact and are near irreducible hydrocarbon saturation, thus the various clustering of points are believed to reflect variations in pore type. In turn, the changes in BVW are believed to reflect changes in pore type with the larger pores corresponding to lower values of BVW.
Figure 2.23. Uppermost figure shows set of Super Pickett crossplots for multiple zones in a single well and the lower portion of the figure illustrates a well profile displaying the reservoir zones within a stacked sandstone that are displayed in the overlying Super Pickett crossplot.
2.2.2. GEMINI Rock Catalog

GEMINI Rock Catalog provides the basis to calibrate the wireline log analysis. The rock catalog is a comprehensive software module that is used to develop correlations between core petrophysics, lithofacies, and pore types. “petrofacies” (Figure 2.24). The module can also be used to simply look up core analyses that are available in the database.

The Rock Catalog presents a wide range of rock petrophysical data for a large suite of lithologies, organized on the premise that individual “type” core samples exhibit petrophysical properties that are representative of a class of rocks of similar lithology. Database query tools are available to examine all data for a class of rocks. Class definition is user defined (limited only by available fields of data). Petrophysical data are related to wells by depth, location, field, and formation facilitating development of a match with the petrofacies of the reservoir in question. User is able to select information either as categorical or in relational context - relational context is specified by the user. Crossplot, histogram, log, and rock image data are selected by the user for inclusion on an output Rock Catalog “page”.

The database is flexible, can grow continuously, and can be modified. The rock catalog is also versatile and able to integrate with other applications for fully integrated utilization. Core data can be shown by itself or integrated with rock photos. Cores analysis can also be plotted alongside well log data in the Well Profile Module. The rock catalog module can be accessed separate from a GEMINI project through the KGS website. Basic petrophysical properties available in the current version of Rock Catalog include porosity, permeability, lithology, and grain density. Advanced rock properties including capillary pressure, electrical, and mechanical will be available at some later date.

Figure 2.24. Upper dialog from Rock Catalog Module shows a cross plot between the porosity and permeability for two lithologies. It is clear in this comparison that the pack-grainstone fabric is more permeable than the mud-wackestone lithofacies. The lower dialog shows a core image.
Figure 2.24 illustrates a base dataset for all Council Grove Group samples in the database that are described as having a lithology of nonmarine sandstone (NM Sand) and have routine core plug porosity data. With each selection criteria the total number of samples in the database that have data for all selection criteria is provided to allow evaluation of the size of the population being examined and analyzed. Of a total database of 9694 petrophysical samples in the present database, 101 are described as being NM Sand in the Council Grove Group. Of the 101 NM Sand samples, 16 samples have routine core plug porosity data. For quantitative criteria, such as porosity, the range of values present in the database is displayed and is initially defined as the default selection criteria (e.g. 7.5 to 16.7%). If the User wishes to only examine samples within a specific range they can redefine the minimum and maximum values for the selection criteria (e.g. for the existing NM Sand dataset, the User may alternately select to examine only samples with porosity ranging from 10% to 15%). In addition to the BASE dataset, the user can define up to six (6) OVERLAY datasets that will allow definition of subsets of the BASE dataset or completely different datasets, so that comparison between the overlay and base dataset(s) can be performed.

The Rock Catalog Module has a similar look to the main PfEFFER dialog where a series of tabs that lead the user through series of activities and results to analyze the core data. Figures 2.25-2.36 below illustrate these steps in negotiating Rock Catalog.

![Rock Catalog](image)

**Figure 2.25.** Opening dialog in Rock Catalog used to identify core data that is to be analyzed.
• Relational comparison can be evaluated using overlays

Figure 2.26. A key feature in the cross plotting is the ability to overlay and compare various data on the same chart. User selects the data and the symbol to be used.

• Overlay graphic control

Figure 2.27. The symbols and colors that can be used to delineate samples/layers that are compared are shown in this applet window
Figure 2.28. Queries used to select data for an overlay are shown along with a description of the data in this Title applet window.

Figure 2.29. A depth profile of the core data and well logs can also be launched in Rock Catalog. The Well Profile allows user to integrate log response, core, stratigraphic, test, and perforations.
• Well Profile Module internal to RC

Figure 2.30. Example of the main Well Profile dialog showing how core data is accessed and assembled to create the depth plot. Track 5 is a quick look PFEFFER log analysis to also show preliminary results to further compare to the core data.

• Construction of User-defined Crossplots

Figure 2.31. Crossplots of the core data are fundamental to analyzing core analyses. This charting function addresses anticipated options for this display.
• Construct Crossplots

Figure 2.32. User can construct a series of crossplots to analyze the available core data.

• Crossplots for Rock Catalog page

Figure 2.33. Example of crossplots generated from Rock Catalog.
• Histograms for any variable

Figure 2.34. Histogram tabbed area of Rock Catalog is used to great simple histograms to examine the families of information in an attempt to delineate coherent petrofacies.

• View and select available images

Figure 2.35. Core images can also be accessed through the Rock Catalog or through the Well Profile alongside the depth
Figure 2.36. Rock Catalog has a Print Report button that when activated generates a web page of charts and images corresponding to what was analyzed. This output is analogous to the earlier versions of rock catalogs, but in this case, the user generated the page on-the-fly tailored to the user’s needs.
In the GEMINI release workshop of September 24, 2003, the immediate future of the Rock Catalog module was described as shown in Figure 2.37 below.

- **Ongoing and Future Developments**
  - New additions to Kansas Database
    - 200 wells – 9,500 analyses
  - Construct XML to access/share with other databases
  - Expand Versatility of Crossplot
    - Allow multi-database plots and mixing of data types by User-input from different databases (User can create plots with different data types on same plot allowing cross-referencing data that are similar but not exactly the same)
  - Complete Advanced Rock Properties Tabs
    - Relative Permeability
    - Capillary Pressure
    - Electrical/Magnetic Properties
    - Fluid Sensitivity
    - Utilize Crossplot source code but change structure to provide query to data tables that contain tabular data and not single values
  - Extend rock properties functions in PfEFFER Module
    - Effective permeability module and addition to Pay criteria – designate pay/nonpay based on effective flow, calculate cumulative \( k_e \cdot h \), \( \phi_e \cdot h \)
    - Capillary pressure module
  - Variable Transform Utility
    - Provide utilities to translate petrophysical variables (e.g. Capillary pressure to height above free water or pore throat diameter)

*Figure 2.37. Future of the Rock Catalog Module.*
2.2.3. Synthetic Seismogram

The synthetic seismogram module provides the means to generate a synthetic seismogram from a sonic log to facilitate linking these petrophysical results with seismic information. Operators can inventory the sonic logs available on the public-domain database and select this application to build a seismic synthetic using a simple Ricker Wavelet. The user has liberty to change the dominant frequency of the Ricker Wavelet, clip the interval, and add formation tops and depths to annotate the synthetic that is generated. Figures 2.38 through 2.41.

Figure 2.38. Map of Comanche County, Kansas showing the distribution of oil and gas fields, highlighting three fields including Box Ranch Field in southwestern Comanche County that contains Middle Ordovician Viola Limestone, the focus of the synthetic seismic example.

SYNTHETIC SEISMOGRAM

The GEMINI synthetic seismogram module is in the planning and development stage. The algorithm that drives the module will convolve reflection coefficients with a first order Ricker wavelet whose frequency is chosen by the User. This method is widely used in commercial synthetic seismogram software packages.

The steps in the procedure are:
1. Input a sonic log or pseudo-sonic log
2. Integrate the sonic log to rescale from depth in feet to two-way travel time in millisecond increments.
3. Compute the train of reflection coefficients from the time-scaled velocity log.
4. Compute a first-order Ricker wavelet as a digital filter with elements at two millisecond increments of two-way travel time, using a frequency in Hertz stipulated by the User.
5. Convolve the reflection coefficient sequence with the Ricker wavelet to generate the amplitudes of the synthetic seismogram.

In the GEMINI version, the two major simplifying features will be that:
- there is no attenuation of the wavelet with depth and
- the seismogram does not model multiple reflections

However, these simplifications are minor and do not adversely affect the ability of reflection events on the synthetic to be matched easily with a field seismic record as demonstrated by the following case-study example, using the algorithm described implemented by KOALA (a Kansas Geological Survey software package).
Figure 2.39. Series of Java applets showing the well profile in upper left, identifying the Viola Limestone interval and potential pay interval highlighted by the red arrow. The synthetic is in the upper right and subsequent dialogs are shown to annotate strata on the time plots. Another dialog is used to look up wells making the module little dependent on other applications.

Figure 2.40. Showing how the synthetic output can be linked to a well profile of an equivalent interval.
Figure 2.41. Dominant frequency can be altered to help user correlate the synthetic to the actual seismic data.
Subtask 2.3. Geomodel Development

2.3.1. Cross Section

The Cross Section Module is used to interactively build an annotated wireline log cross section (Figure 2.42). A map interface permits selection of wells from a project to include in the cross section. Up to five wells can be selected at one time, intentionally limited by the processing time and attempt to avoid exceeding the video memory of smaller PC’s of users. The interface from the Well Profile Module is used to establish the logging curves and scales. Well logs within the cross section can be annotated with flow units/zones, tops, perforations, and DST intervals. Correlation lines between formation tops are drawn automatically. Layers defined in the PfEFFER log analysis are also correlated between wells and color coded with color scheme defined by the user. The user can toggle between structural and stratigraphic datums, while the cross section is automatically refreshed to the new datum. Cross sections can be saved as a JPEG image files and reopened in a graphics program in order to print the section to a plotter or other device.

Figure 2.42. Cross Section module is used to generate images from the digital well logs that are part of a GEMINI project. The upper right image is the actual dialog box where the cross section is initially viewed. The user can interact with the logs on the section by clicking on the log and editing tops, log analysis intervals. The user has several options to datum the section including with sea level by tops of log analysis regions, by tops of formations that are part of the database. User selects the wells, the logs to be shown, and determines the depth interval shown and the vertical scale. Horizontal distance between wells is fixed, i.e., no scale. Cross section index map shown in this Figure. Also, image of full cross section is shown in the upper right side of Figure.
Formation tops can be read from the public-domain database and become part of the cross section as shown in Figure 2.43. Close-up of dialog screen in Figure 2.43 shows the ability to click between datums for cross section and observe change. Other results are shown in Figures 2.44 to 2.45.

![Figure 2.43](image1.png)

Figure 2.43. Close-up of dialog boxes for an example with many formation tops that are read from the database and displayed on the cross section. User can step through the datums and observe progressive changes.

![Figure 2.44](image2.png)

Figure 2.44. Cross section showing various components of a project including study of Marm B and St. Louis “C” reservoirs. User can cut and paste graphics to suite needs to convey findings.
Figure 2.45. Same wells but different datums to convey underlying structural control on location of an incised valley. Upper section datumed above incised valley shows location of valley in structural low.
Comanche County Kansas is located in south-central Kansas on the western flank of the Pratt Anticline (Figure 2.46). The distance across the county is some 40 miles (64 km). The cross section module is used to examine two significant pay zones in the area, the Mississippi “Chat” in Glick Field in the far northeastern section of the county and Viola Limestone reservoir that produces in Bird Field in the west-central part of the county.

Figure 2.46. Index map for Comanche County located in south-central Kansas. Cross section index line show for subsequent cross sections that span a 40 mile long transect between the southwest and northeastern corners of Comanche County.
The cross section in Figure 2.47 runs southwest to northeast with a sea level datum depicting the interval from the Upper Pennsylvanian Oread Limestone to the uppermost part of the Lower Ordovician Arbuckle Group. The yellow interval is the Mississippian Osage Stage and includes the “Chat” oil and gas reservoir, a heavily weathered porous and locally permeable chert dolomite. The reservoir is truncated to the northeast approaching the edge of the Pratt Anticline. The Viola Limestone in lime green thins and toward the northeast, eventually pinching out. Figures 2.48 and 2.49 show close-up cross sections of the northeastern region, highlighting the Mississippian “Chat” (shown by the boxed area in Figure 2.47) and locally the thinning Viola Limestone in Bird Field where the Viola is noted for prolific production.

Figure 2.47 showing the regional cross section extending across Comanche County.
Figure 2.48. Shows a “close-up” of cross section in Figure ff in northern Comanche County where the Osage “Chat” reservoir undergoes significant thinning against regional subcrop. The “Chat” is equivalent downdip to the Cowely Facies a cherty dolomite, an unweathered unit deposited along the shelf margin (Watney et al., 2001). Note porosity increase in the updip direction. Hydrocarbon traps are combination structural & stratigraphic.

Figure 2.49. Local structural variation shown in structural cross section extending west-to-east across Bird Field in Comanche County Kansas. Pay in Viola Limestone in two wells named with blue stars along thinning of the interval against regional subcrop.
The user is quickly able to access the other GEMINI modules to further analyze the logs and production from Bird Field. Figure 2.50 shows the lease production from Bird Field alongside a well log annotated with the pay zone in the Viola Limestone. Figure 2.51 and 2.52 uses the PfEFFER module to examine a detailed log profile and a Super Pickett crossplot of the pay.

**Figure 2.50.** Production plot of leases in Bird Field and well log showing pay in Viola Limestone.

**Figure 2.51.** Detailed well log profile and Super Pickett crossplot of the Viola pay zone.
Figure 2.52. Additional analyses done in PfEFFER for the Viola pay zone in Bird Field including lithology solution.

A standalone Java applet runs alongside access to the production database that can quickly show the viewer lease and field production and allow them to easily interact and modify the production plot (Figure 2.53). In this case, a recent rapid decline is noted. Producer can track these data at will and use GEMINI tools to get on top of the problems and opportunities.

Figure 2.53. Java applet dialog running alongside production plot in standalone production plot applet.
2.3.2. KHAN (Kansas Hydrocarbon Association Navigator)

KHAN is designed to conduct statistical modeling (continuous variable prediction, discriminant analysis, and clustering) of large databases to derive meaningful patterns including assessing pay in multiple LAS files. The module accomplishes data mining via statistical analysis of well log and core information. The process is semi-automated directed to reveal meaningful patterns in large volumes of log and core data. For example, the parameters that define hydrocarbon pay vary as the pore type/lithofacies change so a single set of cut-offs are not possible. KHAN allows the user to “train” on the log and core analyses from known producing zones and use this predict similar pay zones. Multiple pore types can be included in the training and used to assess their presence in the form of probabilities in unclassified datasets. The user can select an LAS file of interest, such one from a new well, and use a pay model to determine if zones are present in the well that resemble pay zones from other wells in the area. The larger the training set and the more intervals involved in training, the more robust the predictions. Systematic classification of pay in a field, region, or basin has considerable potential to classify hydrocarbon shows in a quantitative, mappable manner. Systematizing pay at the field level can also help to develop reservoirs by identifying priority areas and intervals, e.g., indications of bypassed pay and underproduced zones.

The predecessor of KHAN called KIPLING demonstrated the ability to be able to predict discrete and continuous variables such as lithofacies and permeability using wireline logs (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/software/Kipling/Kipling1.html). KHAN fits in the family of applications that include classical and localized regression, smoothing splines and kernel functions, neural networks, and CMAC (Cerebellar Model Arithmetic Computer). Hagens and Doveton (1991) adapted the CMAC algorithm for use in representing a general function of multiple variables and applied the algorithm to mapping of a geological surface. The software developed for this work was a predecessor to the Kipling software. Applications of Kipling to prediction of facies sequences are described in Bohling, Doveton, and Watney (1996) and Bohling, Doveton, and Hoth (1997).

Supervised classification methods include classical discriminant analysis, kernel density estimates, nearest neighbor, neural networks, CMAC, decision trees, and expert systems. Unsupervised classification (clustering) includes a wide variety of clustering techniques. KHAN will incorporate the functionality of both supervised and unsupervised classification.

Figure 2.54. Depiction of shingled block lattice used in the CMAC discretization scheme of KHAN and KIPLING.
The CMAC's discretization of variable space is quite similar to that employed in the averaged shifted histogram (ASH) proposed by Scott (1992) (Figure 2.54). In fact, Scott's algorithm is somewhat more elaborate, in that the shifting of averaging bins along each axis is specified independently of that along other axes, rather than occurring in lockstep along all axes, as in the CMAC. The simpler CMAC discretization scheme results in a more efficient implementation, both in terms of execution speed and in terms of the amount of information that needs to be stored. The algorithm implemented in Kipling can be considered a hybrid, combining the traditional Albus CMAC discretization scheme with the bin-wise averaging employed in the ASH.

KHAN is based on Kipling.xla, an add-in Visual Basic program for Excel. Kipling.xla uses the CMAC algorithm (similar to neural net) and accommodates discrete variable prediction and supervised classification. The prototype is a stand-alone application and can read data from local files. A flexible, intuitive interface selects data volume and variables to analyze. Then KHAN is integrated with GEMINI where computed results, e.g., zonation from depth constrained cluster analysis in the PfEFFER module of GEMINI can be used as inputs to KHAN. KHAN results are displayed in a depth-based well profile of probabilities of classifying variables that were trained for in the model. KHAN is structured such as models developed can be shared at large with other GEMINI users or within a password-protected project.

In addition to hydrocarbon pay, KHAN can be used to predict “electrofacies”, discrete geometric units that ideally are correlatable and correspond to significant, rationale geologic rock bodies. In other words, the petrophysical classification resulting from this “electrofacies” analysis might be based on a “training set” consisting of petrofacies (lithofacies+pore types) or genetic stratigraphic units such as flooding units, condensed sections, and paleosols.

Dialogs lead the user through specifying training variables and the well logs or cores from which training sets will be built. Predictions will be made and the model will be matched to the dataset variables.

A 2D example below illustrates how KHAN transforms the data to a model (Figure 2.55). The two variables are crossplotted showing some correlation between them. The computation creates a histogram that bins and counts the data. The data counts provide an estimate of the relative prevalence of each variable to be used in prediction in any particular region of the two dimensional variable space defined by independent training variables Rhomaa and Umma. The lower illustration in Figure 2.55 shows resulting histogram counts used to describe the data from which the model is built. Using this information, KHAN computes a set of electrofacies membership probabilities associated with a vector of measured log values. After training is complete, the model can be used to predict these variables from other sets of Rhomaa and Umma data. Plots of the membership probabilities or facies indicators versus depth can then be constructed.
Figure 2.55. (upper) Data distribution vs Rhomma-Umma plot. (lower) CMAC histograms based on the data set (upper) that is used to build the model from which predictions are made.
The dialogs used in KHAN lead the user through the training and modeling (Figure 2.56). Workflow is shown on the left margin of the dialogs to help the user track their progress. User has the option to use core or log data in the training. In using core data, lithofacies are define and corresponding well log response is used to build a model to predict lithofacies in other wells. Log suites must be the same in training and prediction. The KHAN interface checks available log curves for wells identified for training to assist the user in selecting those wells that have the correct log suite. This function saves considerable time when many wells are involved in establishing the training set.

Figure 2.56. Examples of dialogs for KHAN that are used in training to develop a model.

The user may use multiple sessions to build a training set. To accommodate this extended activity, reports can be generated as web pages to review what has been accomplished (Figure 2.57). These reports contain variables, well logs, wells used, and provide links to web pages created along the way.
Figure 2.57. Example of web page reporting progress in developing a lithofacies model. A cored well is used to define the lithofacies and corresponding log responses. The lithofacies are listed and the log curves are shown on the web page. Web links at the bottom of the page are to depth profiles of the training well to allow the user to view information that went into building the model (Figure 2.58).

Two examples are included in the use of KHAN, the first one uses lithofacies for training derived from a cored well in the Lower Permian Council Grove Group mixed clastic and carbonate reservoirs in the Panoma Field in western Kansas. The training set is used to predict the lithofacies in other nearby wells that are not cored. The second example trains and predicts pay from the multi-reservoir Terry Field in Finney County, Kansas. The first example includes Figures 2.58 through Figure 2.60.
Training: Lithofacies description from core

Figure 2.58. Training on cored well shown on depth profile with lithofacies assigned to specific log intervals.

Figure 2.59. Series of dialogs used to build a prediction of lithofacies.
Terry Field is located in Finney County in southwestern Kansas (Figure 2.61). It has been a prolific field that has cumulative production nearing 5 million barrels originating from a series of 10 Pennsylvanian and Mississippian carbonate and clastic reservoirs. Oomoldic pore type dominates the Pennsylvanian carbonate reservoirs while interparticle oolitic pay is present in the Mississippian St. Louis Limestone. Also, Pennsylvanian sandstone reservoirs are present with predominant interparticle porosity. Bypassed pay in the field is a possibility. In addition, the concentration of pay zones with these varied pore types may serve as a good training set to predict pay in other wells, potentially bypassed and offering opportunities for recompletion or washdown. Considerable amounts of data have been assembled on the field to document the pay including an excellent suite of well logs, core, DST, geology reports with good sample descriptions, and production data. Figures 2.61-2.63 describe the results in application of KHAN to define pay in these clastic and carbonate reservoirs.
Target:
• Complex stacked carbonate oil reservoirs
• Field scale

Data:
• Core, DST, well logs, perfs & IP, production history
• Oil properties

Tools:
Rock catalog, production & DST analyst, PVT, log analysis, well profile (marked log), cross section, mapping-volumetric analysis, KHAN (Kansas Hydrocarbon Association Navigator)

Figure 2.61. Location of Terry Field in southwestern Kansas. A series of GEMINI tools were used to analyze the reservoirs.

Figure 2.62. KHAN was trained a series of wells from a 700 ft (213 m) interval extending from the Upper Pennsylvanian Heebner Shale to the Mississippian St. Louis Limestone. Perforated zones from a series of wells were input into the training exercise to capture the stratigraphic range of pay in the field. Also, intervals that produced water from DST results were selected as wet/water zones for training. Obvious tight, low
porosity zones were classified as tight and shale intervals were classified as shale. In this figure, a Super Pickett cross plot is used to show demonstrate the vast amount of petrophysical variation on this interval being analyzed and choosing pay is not simple. The depth plot on the left from the Well Profile module includes a quick look pay calculation highlighted with the red arrow that uses a single set of Archie parameters and log cut-offs. The possible pay zones indicated by this approach are considerable, but the question is raised that due to the considerable variations in pore type, it is not possible to apply a single set of Archie parameter and cut-offs to obtain reliable indicators of pay. KHAN was called upon to help refine the search for pay.

Figure 2.63. After the training set is built to characterize oil, wet, tight, and shale zones, the model was applied to a well outside the original dataset. User selects the model and applies it to a well. User must select the log curves that match those curves used in training and then KHAN predict the probability of pay, which is presented in a depth column. The well profile at the right shows a thick highly probable (almost certain) oil section in a Morrow sandstone. The completion records indicate that this zone was perforated for production and lease records indicate 41000 bbls of oil produced in just over one year. The other shallower zones remain untested.
Figure 2.64. Another example compares KHAN pay predictions for a known producing well (from the Marmaton B carbonate) and a dry hole. Note the low probability for pay (green areas) in the dry hole. Many other zones appear to have potential beyond the interval currently perforated.

Subtask 3.1. Volumetrics Module

Volumetric calculations

An important application of the reservoir geomodel is in the initial evaluation of reserves and also in the estimation of the volume of recoverable hydrocarbons. The knowledge about the volume of the asset in place and an approximation about the recoverable fraction serve as the basis for reservoir development and management. Also, the volumetric calculations lend an economic face to the rigor and technical detail that goes into the construction of the geomodel. Most modern mapping tools including GEMINI enable the display of grid cells values, used to construct geologic maps of gross and net thickness, average porosity and water saturation. This provides an opportunity to carry out volumetric calculations on a grid cell by grid cell basis. Volumetrics is a logical extension of core and log analysis, especially when effort is made to petrophysically define pay. Volumetric mapping is an important step to compare spatial distribution of key reservoir parameters and relate them to oil or gas production. This is an iterative process and requires trial and error due to uncertainties in establishing pay cut-offs and assessing reservoir layering, continuity, and vertical conformance.

Inputs to volumetric calculations

The inputs to the volumetric calculations include three petrophysical parameters: net hydrocarbon bearing thickness, effective porosity and water saturation. These values are obtained from the Super Pickett analysis in GEMINI and they vary spatially across the reservoir as interpolated in the GEMINI volumetric module. Subdivision of the reservoir into grid cells followed by volumetric calculations on each grid cell helps to manage and assess the effects of variations in the petrophysical properties. The general rule is to have at least five grid cells between wells to best represent the variation in the reservoir. The standard formulas used in the volumetric calculations of oil and gas reserves are:

a) oil reservoir

\[ N_p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_n V_{gr} \phi (1 - S_w) \frac{E_{ro}}{B_o} \]

b) gas reservoir

\[ G_p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} h_n V_{gr} \phi (1 - S_w) \frac{E_{rg}}{B_g} \]

where \( n \) is the number if grid cells, \( N_p \) and \( G_p \) are oil and gas reserves at surface conditions, \( E_{ro} \) and \( E_{rg} \) are recovery factors for oil and gas reservoirs, \( h_n \) is the net pay at
each grid, $\phi$ is the effective grid porosity and $S_w$ is the water saturation in each grid cell. $B_o$ and $B_g$ are formation volume factors for oil and gas and they can also vary spatially.

a) **Net pay**: Definition of net pay from within the gross reservoir pay is a difficult task and yet it has very important consequences in the calculation of the reservoir volume. Normally within the reservoir rock heterogeneities such as intercalation of shales, streaks of low porosity and permeability, or zones with high mobile water saturation may exist. In order to obtain a realistic value for net pay the cumulative thickness of these non productive intervals had to be subtracted from the gross pay. Log analysis in the PfEFFER module utilizing the Super Pickett crossplot provides a convenient way to define cut-offs to eliminate non productive intervals from the reservoir interval. PfEFFER automatically sums net pay thickness and corresponding average water saturation and porosity within the pay interval. Information is passed to the Volumetrics module in GEMINI to perform the gridding, mapping, and OOIP calculations.

b) **Effective porosity**: The average porosity at each well is the thickness weighted mean of the porosities derived from logs.

c) **Water saturation**: The water saturation in a reservoir is dependent on the height above the free water level and the distribution of the pore throat sizes. The average water saturation at each well is calculated by taking the volume weighted mean across only those intervals that have been included within the net pay. This value is automatically calculated for each zone in each well within the PfEFFER log analysis module. The formula below is used to calculate the average water saturation. The number of productive layers included in the net pay identified in the well is $m$ and $S_{w,k}$, $\phi_k$, and $h_{n,k}$ are the corresponding saturation, effective porosity and height of the each productive layer in the well. The average well porosity is represented by $\phi_w$ and $h_{n,w}$ is the average net pay at the well.

d) **Formation volume factors**: The formation factor for oil, $B_o$, and especially that for gas, $B_g$, does not vary much within most reservoirs. Laboratory measured values on oil and gas samples are generally adequate for use in volumetric calculations. In absence of measured values, standard correlations can be used to generate them. The PVT module in GEMINI provides quick access to these correlations. In very thick oil reservoirs, gravity segregation may lead to thicker oil settling at the bottom and this may result in $B_o$ varying with depth.

e) **Recovery factor**: The estimation of a recovery factor ($E_r$) is a difficult and uncertain aspect of reserve evaluation by the volumetric method. $E_r$ depends on a number of interrelated factors such as reservoir drive mechanism, reservoir heterogeneity, number of wells and their distribution, production schedule, and status of
implementation of secondary and enhanced recovery schemes. Thus, the \( E_r \) value will be a unique value for every field and it can be calculated with confidence only after the field has reached its economic limit. \( E_r \) values from analogous reservoirs, preferably in the same sedimentary basin and with same drive mechanism, can be used in the volumetric calculations. Another option is using the recovery factors correlations published by API which are based on final recoveries recorded in reservoirs with known drive mechanism, petrophysical and hydrocarbon properties.

Net pay, effective porosity, and average saturation values obtained at each well are used to calculate the corresponding attribute values for the grid cells between adjacent wells.

**Volumetrics for reservoirs with production history**

For reservoirs with significant production history, the volumetric study can be used to cross check if the petrophysical properties of the reservoir, such as net pay, porosity, and saturation can support the reported field production. Hydrocarbon production is attributed to individual wells of the field. Thus to obtain the production obtained from a grid cell, the well production has to distributed amongst the grid cells in the drainage area of the well. In the absence of a more accurate method at this initial stage of a reservoir characterization, cumulative oil production from each well can be distributed among the grid cells present in the drainage area of the well. If discrepancies are noted between cumulative production and volumetric OOIP, the user can easily return to the PfEFFER to make adjustments to the pay cut-offs, Archie equation parameters, or even reservoir layering and correlations.

If production information is available for a field, material balance calculations can be used to independently estimate hydrocarbon recovery. The Material Balance module in GEMINI serves this function. If the volumetric and material balance results are vary more than 10\%, the volumetric model should be modified. The material balance results indicate communicating volume in the reservoir, while is it not known if the reservoir described by the volumetric model is actually continuous and communicating. Errors in this reservoir volume will cause serious problems during the reservoir simulation.

**Example Using the Volumetric Module**

Volumetric study carried out during the construction of a reservoir geomodel offers an opportunity to get a feel for the total production potential of the reservoir based on the petrophysical properties defined at each wells. If production data is available then this potential can be related to the cumulative production already recorded. Any major discrepancies that are spotted will need to be resolved by either correcting the production data or by revising the data obtained from analysis of well logs, cores and individual well performances. For fields that have some recorded pressure and production history and PVT data, this sets the stage for a material balance study.
The Volumetrics module creates grids and maps of key variables via user-defined gridding parameters. Original-hydrocarbon-in-place and moveable oil are calculated for each layers/flow units in a given project.

**Summary of features of the Volumetrics Module:**

- Mapping module runs inside volumetrics
- Input variables and their origin
  - $\phi$, $S_w$, net pay – from PIEFFER analysis
  - grid cell size provided by user
- Results – maps of: $\phi$, $S_w$, net pay, OHIP, Mobile OOIP - $S_\text{oil}$
  - $\beta$, formation volume factor, is obtained from PVT module

The volumetric example described below is from Terry Field, a field study that was also utilized in the previous discussion of the KHAN module. The volumetric example is focused on the variation on volumetric calculations, namely original-oil-in-place, as related to use of different Archie equation parameters and pay cut-offs. One reservoir is examined, the Marmaton B (Altamont Limestone) of the Middle Pennsylvanian Marmaton Group. The location of Terry Field was shown in the previous section. The maps below show wells in Terry Field using an ARC-IMS interactive map (Figure 3.1). The GEMINI production module receives the lease information from within the mapped area and lease information is automatically displayed as another map and a table allowing the user to edit the information. Since Terry Field is comprised of all oil wells, the gas wells are “turned off” and the map on the lower right is essentially equivalent to the well map generated by ARC-IMS in the upper left of Figure 3.1.

![GEMINI Production Module linked to ARC-IMS interactive map server as standalone application](image)

**Figure 3.1.** A composite view of well and lease locations in Terry Field using ARC-IMS map server in upper left and GEMINI Production Module in remaining Java Applets.
The two cases for the volumetric analysis are presented in Figure 3.2. The need to for this comparison originates from what parameters are needed to evaluate this oomoldic carbonate reservoir.

**Figure 3.2.** Archie exponents and well log cut-offs used in the two cases to illustrate impact on volumetric calculations.

The Marmaton B carbonate reservoir appears to be an extreme oomoldic end member with abundant molds connected by touching vugs creating by dissolution and crushing. The original interparticle porosity was filled by early finely crystalline equant calcite cement (Figure 3.3).

**Oomoldic Lithofacies:**
Terry Field, McCoy Six M Farms “A” 3-22
Marmaton B (Altamont Ls.)
4288.5 ft, thin section photomicrograph
40x transmitted light; core analysis: 25.6% porosity, 28.8 md

**Figure 3.3.** Thin section photomicrograph from core taken in Marmaton B reservoir in Terry Field. (from Core Laboratories Report).
Highly oomoldic porosity has been shown by core analysis to have a high Archie Cementation Exponent. As the porosity increases the m also increases (Figure 3.4). A vertical profile of m measured through an oomoldic Lansing-Kansas City reservoir shown below, exhibits an increasing m to the top of the pay as porosity also increases in proximity to a subaerial exposure surface at the top of the carbonate. Thus, in modeling such as reservoir, it may be necessary or essential to use multiple layers. The geomodel used in Figure 3.4 had six layers to reflect the changing petrophysics.

The m value used in the Archie equation should reflect the pore types, in this example a highly oomoldic system. The value selected in Case #1 are basic default parameters, while in Case #2, the parameters include an m of 3.5, on the high end. The answer is probably somewhere in between.

**Archie Cementation Exponent**

Oomoldic limestones from Kansas and globally exhibit extremely high Archie cementation exponents. This is consistent with the interpretation that the oomoldic pores are similar to micro-vugs. Modified Archie parameters for the Carter-Collier Lease rocks are: m=1.36, a=9.59. Conversely, if m is considered to change with porosity then m can be predicted for the higher porosity rocks using: m = 0.05*Porosity(%) + 1.9. Cementation exponents are near 2.0 in the bioclastic wackestone overlying the ‘C’ zone. Cementation exponents increase into the top of the ‘C’ and then decrease with increasing depth to the base. This is associated with the higher porosity at the top of the ‘C’ zone but is also influenced by pore structure changes associated with the unconformity surface.

![Figure 3.4. Variation in Archie Cementation Exponent of an oomoldic reservoir with porosity and depth in reservoir (C zone in Hall-Gurney Field, Russell County, Kansas).](image)

A further complexity in oomoldic reservoirs is that the permeability-porosity relationship is not well defined (Figure 3.5). Related capillarity of the system is also varied as permeability changes in relation to the sorting and size of the oomolds and connectedness/touching. In choosing a cut-off of porosity, one can look at the general population of phi-k for oomoldic rocks and realize that permeability variation is on the order of 1000. A porosity cut-off of 17% was used here to reflect an average permeability in excess of 0.1 md.
Figure 3.5. Porosity-permeability crossplot for Lansing-Kansas City oomoldic rocks. A 17% cut-off is used to indicate permeable rock for the Marmaton B Case #2.

The water saturation cut-off is defined by economics, the relative amount of oil and water produced, the oil cut. A 4% oil cut is used as the economic limit and according to relative permeability measurements in these oomoldic systems, the corresponding water saturation is approximately 55% (Figure 3.6).

**Oomoldic Ls Sw Cut-off Criteria**

- **Dependent on:**
  - Kr curve & Sorw
  - LOE & economic oil/water ratio

- **Assuming**

  ~2BO/50BW limit then:
  - krow/krw = 0.04
  - Swcutoff @ 0.04 = 0.55 for rock with kr curve shown and Sorw = 0.35

Figure 3.6. Core analyses measurements of relative permeabilities for varying water saturation for oomoldic samples from Lansing-Kansas City Group in Hall-Gurney Field.
PfEFFER is used to define the pay for the Marmaton B reservoir in Terry Field. When the Volumetrics module is launched, the parameters used to compute the volumetrics are accessed. The initial step is to grid the data. The user is able to set the grid parameters and after doing so is able to map them (Figure 3.7 and 3.8).

**Marmaton B – Case #1**

**Figure 3.7.** The dialogs are shown that are used to establish the grid and select maps. The mapping consists of colored grid cells that are set automatically or by the user. Well location uses standard symbols and perforated wells are noted with a triangle.

**Figure 3.8.** Series of maps generated for Marmaton B for Case #1. Lower right map is equivalent to original-oil-in-place. Case #1 represents parameters for a reservoir with interparticle pores.
Marmaton B Case #2 consists of using another set of Archie equation exponents and well log cut-offs to reflect values suggested by core analysis for highly oomoldic rocks (Figure 3.9). A separate set of PfEFFER analyses were used to develop the new volumetric calculations.

### Marmaton B Alternative Volumetrics

**Case #2**

- **Archie Exponents**
  - $m=3.5$, $n=2$
- **Well Log Cutoffs**
  - $\Phi = .17$
  - $Sw = .55$
  - $Vsh = .3$
  - $BVW = .097$

**Figure 3.9.** Opening volumetrics dialog that shows a map of wells included in the project and a list of PfEFFER log analysis intervals or scenarios that are available for volumetric calculations.

Marmaton Case #1 and #2 volumetrics are compared in Figure 3.10. The OOIP is 40% less in Case #2, which is probably more realistic since the parameters are likely more appropriate for this highly oomoldic reservoir.

### Volumetrics Summary

- **Marmaton B Case #1**
  - **Archie Exponents**
    - $m=2$, $n=2$
  - **Well Log Cutoffs**
    - $\Phi = .15$
    - $Sw = .25$
    - $Vsh = .3$
    - $BVW = .04$
  - **OOIP**: 9.7 MM Bbls

- **Marmaton B Case #2**
  - **Archie Exponents**
    - $m=3.5$, $n=2$
  - **Well Log Cutoffs**
    - $\Phi = .17$
    - $Sw = .55$
    - $Vsh = .3$
    - $BVW = .097$
  - **OOIP**: 4.2 MM Bbls (40% less than Case #1)

**Figure 3.10.** Comparison of volumetric calculations. Case #1 for interparticle porosity and Case #2 (most appropriate here) for highly oomoldic rocks.

The user can view the cut-offs and Archie parameters used in the volumetric analysis by examining workflow summaries PfEFFER as shown in Figure 3.11. The
summary of the volumetric data that is gridded and mapped is available in the opening dialog in the Volumetric module (Figure 3.12). This plot file can be easily downloaded as an ASCII file and used in other applications.

Figure 3.11. Workflow summary in PFEFFER provides a listing of parameters used in each reservoir model. Parameter summary for Case #1 below and Case #2 above.

Figure 3.12. The plot file for Marmaton B, Case #2. Note button for downloading this data in ASCII format.

Once the gridding of the volumetric data is done the user has the option to prepare a report of the volumetric results as a web page as shown in Figure 3.13. Graphics are jpeg images that can be brought into a graphics program. Figure 3.14 shows that the
downloaded ASCII data can be brought into other mapping program for enhanced gridding and mapping or can be used as input in a reservoir simulator.

Figure 3.13. Web page report of volumetric data generated by GEMINI. Left side is enlargement of a portion of the page shown on the right.

Figure 3.14. ASCII plot file downloaded from GEMINI to Surfer which was used to grid and map the structural elevation on the top of the Marmaton B limestone.
3.1.1. Production Plotting and Mapping. Movies of production bubble maps allow the user to graphically compare lease production history and cumulative production with results from volumetric analysis. User is able to select leases of interest via maps and table listings (Figures 3.15 and 3.16). User is then able to plot maps and production curves.

Figure 3.15. Example of a bubble map of same project area as preceding maps showing cumulative lease production.

Figure 3.16. Table listing leases in the Terry Field project. User can filter leases by oil and gas and shown the maps with or without wells. Ten zones produce in Terry Field.
The production plot and bubble maps can have color of curves and bubbles coordinated. In both cases wells are listed alongside the graphics (Figure 3.17). User also has access to a standalone production plotting routine that is accessed outside of GEMINI the field and lease production web page (Figure 3.18).

Figure 3.17. The production plot and bubble maps for selected leases in Terry Field. More productive leases occur on the southeast side of the field. User needs to known from which zones that the leases produce from in order to access how these results can be compared to the volumetrics.

Figure 3.18. The production curve can also be accessed from a standalone Java applet that is available from the lease and field production web pages. User is in “real-time” control of modifying the chart (see upper right).
Subtask 3.2. Material Balance Module

Material Balance Calculations

Volumetric studies result in calculation of OOIP based on the geomodel defined by log and core data obtained from individual wells. Uncertainty exists as to the degree of representativeness of this geomodel to the real reservoir. The question arises as to the level of certainty required and the effort and data needed to obtain the required accuracy and precision. Causes for this uncertainty in part result from differences in scales of measurement between different logs and that between the log and core data and this provides a need to cross check the volumetric calculations if possible. This check is often not done before proceeding to reservoir simulation and may make the development of a predictive geo-engineering model difficult, if not impossible.

Material balance calculations corroborate volumetric OOIP independent of any geologic volume description. This is an underutilized methodology that provides a powerful means to check the petrophysical model before moving to reservoir simulation, or for that matter, making decisions on a basic reservoir geomodel. The issue with many mature older fields is having sufficient production data to perform material balance calculations. Having good production data can not be overemphasized for these engineering analyses.

The input required for material balance calculations include the production and pressure histories and PVT parameters of the hydrocarbons and water. Material balance calculates the effective OOIP. The difference between the volumetric OOIP and the effective OOIP is the measure of the reservoir heterogeneity that affects the production performance of the reservoir. Also, the material balance calculations help to identify the reservoir drive mechanism. For water driven reservoirs it helps to define the average aquifer properties and to calculate the water influx. In case of a reservoir with a gas cap it enables sizing the initial gas cap volume. When pressure and production data are recorded meticulously through the life of the field, advanced material balance calculations can be employed in versatile ways. Such endeavors result in generation of full field pseudo relative permeability curves and for gas cap driven reservoirs in determination of the critical gas saturation and recovery efficiencies at specified abandonment pressures.

Material balance calculations provide a means to develop and check input data for a reservoir simulation because it affords an opportunity to match the pressure-production-PVT data to the petrophysical description of the reservoir geomodel. An acceptable match between the volumetric calculation and the material balance investigation indicates that the well level data (i.e., petrophysical parameters chosen to represent the pay zones in each well) and the interpolation (gridding) procedure conform to the field level performance. Such a match confirms the representativeness of the data chosen to represent the pay horizons irrespective of the problems inherent to upscaling. It has been noted (Dake, 1994) that reservoir simulation can not provide additional clarity when the material balance calculation shows a mismatch with volumetrics. In case of a mismatch,
it is prudent to revise the geomodel and its associated petrophysics rather than proceeding
to the simulation study. Geomodel development, volumetrics, and material balance can
all be carried out in GEMINI permitting and facilitating iterative solutions to produce an
optimized solution.

**Generalized material balance equation and its application**

The basis for the construction of the material balance equation rests on the fact
that the recorded volume of field production is equal to the change in volume of the
reservoir fluids in response to the pressure history. Thus the volume of underground
withdrawal is balanced against the change in volume of the system and its contents and
the volume of water influx into the system. Havlena and Odeh (1963) expressed the fully
expanded material balance equation in a more useable form and it is stated below:

In the above equation, the underground withdrawn of fluids from the reservoir is
represented by F, E<sub>o</sub> represents the change in volume of the oil and the dissolved gas, E<sub>g</sub>
F = N(E<sub>o</sub> + mE<sub>g</sub> + E<sub>fw</sub>) + W<sub>e</sub>
denotes the gas cap expansion, E<sub>fw</sub> stands for the connate water expansion and the
reduction in pore volume, and W<sub>e</sub> stands for the reservoir volume of water that influxed
from the aquifer. Also, the initial volume of oil in the reservoir is defined as N and m
represents the ratio of the pore volume occupied by the gas cap and the oil column at the
onset of production of the field.

The generalized material balance equation can be tailored according to the nature
of drive mechanism operating or thought to be operating in the reservoir. Thus the first
step in material balance calculations is identification of the reservoir drive mechanism,
i.e. deciding whether the reservoir owes its energy to volumetric depletion or gas cap
expansion or water drive or formation compaction or any combination of the above. In
most cases, educated assumptions are initially employed to describe the reservoir drive
mechanism and this helps to simplify the generalized material balance equation. For a
reservoir with no gas cap but being charged by an aquifer, the material balance equation
takes the form of:

\[ \frac{F}{E} = N + \frac{W_e}{E} \]

where

\[ E = E_o + E_{fw} \]

The simplified material balance equation thus appears as a straight line, with a
unit slope, when F/E is plotted against W<sub>e</sub>/E and the Y-axis intercept (i.e. N) of this line
estimates the OOIP. This estimate of the OOIP should be comparable with that obtained
from the volumetric study if correct assumptions have been made about the drive
mechanism and the aquifer water influx. The material balance OOIP is considered to be
the “active” (Dake, 1994) or “effective” initial oil in place in the reservoir, i.e., it
represents the oil volume that contributes to the production and pressure history of the
field. The volumetric OOIP is generally higher than that from material balance calculations because it includes immobile oil trapped in the reservoir heterogeneity. An acceptable tolerance for this difference is less than 10% (Dake, 1994). The need to re-evaluate the reservoir dimensions and its petrophysical properties may arise if the material balance OOIP exceeds that from volumetrics and there is confidence about the assumptions made in the mass balance calculations. The ratio of the material balance to volumetric estimate helps to refine the petrophysical cut-offs applied on well level data.

Water influx calculations are based on the geological and petrophysical assumptions about the aquifer. Incorrect choices of aquifer parameters will result in deviation of the data from the straight line when F/E is plotted against W_e/E. Modifications of the aquifer parameters through the process of “aquifer fitting” enables matching the observed pressure and production data to the geomodel describing the reservoir and the aquifer. Aquifer fitting assumes importance because most often very little is known about the aquifer geometry and petrophysics because wells are not planned to be drilled into the aquifer. Alternatively, if something is known about the aquifer it is important to integrate the information in the mass balance calculations. Water influx from very small aquifers can be calculated by time independent material balance equations. However, for large reservoirs the aquifer boundary takes a finite time to respond to reservoir pressure changes and thus time dependent models such as Hurst and van Everdingen, Fetkovitch, Carter and Tracy or Allerd and Chen are used to calculate the water influx, W_e.

An aquifer model that matches the reservoir pressure and production data is generally determined through a process of trial and error. However, most often satisfactory aquifer models are not unique. Problems regarding the data not falling along the expected straight line may persist despite all efforts at aquifer fitting in case of incorrect identification of the reservoir drive mechanism. Initial assumptions about the reservoir drive mechanism are indirect. They are based on the pressure and production performance profiles of the reservoir and thus they carry room for revisions. Identification of reservoir drive mechanism is very important because it helps to refine the aquifer description and definition and also estimate the size of the initial gas cap.

The degree of reservoir compaction is indicated by the constancy of the F/E value and this indicates whether the pore compressibility is unaffected by pressure. In most reservoirs the pore compressibility is small and remains constant during the life of the reservoir. However for reservoirs under compaction drive, pore compressibility is significant and varies with time. Compaction of the reservoir rock often leads to surface subsidence. This becomes an important factor in the design of surface facilities especially in offshore fields. The simplified material balance equation for a reservoir believed to be operating under volumetric depletion and supplemented by gas reinjection, is:

$$ F = N(E_0 + E_{fw}) + G_l B_{gl} $$

where $G_l$ is the surface volume of injected gas and $B_{gl}$ is the formation volume factor of the injected gas. It would be difficult to obtain a material balance match between the right
and the left sides of the above equation if a small constant compressibility \( (E_{fw}) \) input was used, particularly when significant reservoir compaction is occurring. Such a disparity between the sides of the equation would be easily visible in material balance calculations and indicate that pore compressibility was variable and increasing with time. However, owing to the many degrees of freedom available in a reservoir simulator, a match could be obtained with the production and pressure history of the field without discovering the possibility of irregular compaction or subsidence being active in the reservoir. Some of the many options available in a simulator for history matching include changing the petrophysical properties of the reservoir, or modifying the reservoir boundaries, or altering the PVT properties or any combination of the above. Invalid simulation matches have little predictive power and are unable to forewarn the operator to initiate preventive steps, like timely implementation of pressure maintenance schemes, to avoid or reduce complications arising out of irregular compaction of reservoir rock. Thus material balance calculations often display discrepancies in the geomodel which may not visible during the simulation study.

Material balance calculations require adequate field pressure and production profiles along with the PVT data of reservoir fluids. One method to determine the average field pressure is by volume weighting the shut in pressures within the drainage area of each well. Regular recording of reservoir pressure at each well forms the basis of material balance calculations.
The Material Balance methodology is summarized in Figures 3.18 through 3.19. The later two figures describe procedures in handling ideal data sets and incomplete data sets. Both options are handled in the GEMINI’s Material Balance module.

| Material Balance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simplified equation &amp; Relevance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water driven reservoir - above bubble point</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• water influx - Carter Tracy Aquifer model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• simplified eq. - ( \frac{F}{E} = N + \frac{W_e}{E} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ ( E^* = E_o + E_{fw} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ ( B_w = 1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why do Material balance?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Validate OOIP calculated volumetrically</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ confirm reservoir model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• identify drive mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ aquifer fitting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Formation volume factors from PVT module

Figure 3.19. Simplified material balance equation and relevance of performing analysis in engineering reservoir modeling.

| Material Balance
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module Overview &amp; Ideal data set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System modeled</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Edge water driven under-saturated reservoirs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formulations used</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Aquifer fitting - Havlena-Odeh method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Water influx - van Everdingen and Hurst model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Franchi’s regression equations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>■ dimensionless CTR solution of diffusivity equation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Complete Input data set</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cumulative field oil or gas production with time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cumulative field water production with time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Average reservoir pressure history - starting with ( P_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• PVT data of reservoir properties &amp; avg. aquifer properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Procedure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Plot ( \frac{F}{E} ) vs. ( \frac{W_e}{E} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Iterate Aquifer model - till straight line is achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.20. Summary of features of Material Balance when dataset is complete.
Material Balance
Incomplete data set

- Commonly real-life data set
  - Cumulative field oil or gas production with time
  - Cumulative field water production with time
  - \( P_i \)
  - PVT data of reservoir properties & average aquifer properties

- Objectives
  - Assume volumetric OOIP is correct
  - Reconstruct avg. reservoir pressure history
    - Compare with available pressure data - DST & shut-in fluid levels

- Procedure
  - Iterate avg. reservoir pressure at each time step
    - Calculated OOIP is within 10% of volumetric OOIP

- Results
  - Recreate avg. reservoir pressure history
  - Designate representative petrophysical properties for aquifer

Figure 3.21. Procedures to use in material balance when data set is incomplete.

The Material Balance Module is also available to download and run as a standalone module on the user’s desktop (Figure 3.21). The downloadable version is available on a separate web page (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/Tools/Tools.html). Once downloaded and installed as a Java Web Start application, the user does not have to be connected to the Internet to run the application.

Figure 3.22. Opening Java Application Window using Web Start that is launched and runs on the user’s PC without a link to the Internet.
Subtask 3.3. Parameterization for Reservoir Simulation

3.3.1. PVT Calculator. The PVT calculator estimates formation volume factors, viscosity, and compressibilities used in calculations involving DST, volumetric, and material balance modules. PVT can be accessed within GEMINI or as a stand-alone application (Figure 3.22). Available calculations in PVT are listed in Figure 3.23.

- Provides input parameter(s) to modules
  - DST
  - volumetric
  - material balance
- Calculate
  - $\beta$ - formation volume factors
  - $\mu$ - viscosity
  - $c$ – compressibilities

Figure 3.23. Example dialogs from the PVT Module.
3.3.2. DST Analyst. DST Analyst uses Horner analysis to calculate permeability, skin, and drainage radius from manually entered and digital DST information (Figures 3.24 and 3.25). Dialogs lead the user through the analysis including: search for relevant DST data in KGS inventory, retrieve DST header information from digital file, initiate retrieval of DST data, select particular test data for analysis, display header information from selected test, display test and recovery information, and generate the Horner plot. Program allows user to fit a line through the linear portion of the Horner Plot in real time. User is able to obtain a summary of $P_i$ & $m$ and fluid recovery details, to calculate initial & final flow rates, and to define DST interval on well log graphic in Well Profile module. Example applet windows are shown in Figures 3.25 through 3.26.
DST Analyst
Calculation Sequence

- Input data
  - Pressure vs. time, shut-in & flow times, test interval range
  - flow rate (Qo, Qw, Qg)
- Create Horner plot
  - P, m
- Calculate reservoir parameters
  - P, m, Q, β*, h - calculate K
  - φ, μ*, c - calculate skin

*Obtain from PVT module

Figure 3.26. Calculation sequence in DST Analyst

Figure 3.27. Opening dialog in Drill Stem Test Analyst allows the user to look up a digital DST test from the public-domain database. The series of tabs on the top are the main sheets while the bottom tabs are secondary sheets. The figure shows the three subsheets of the opening dialog. The digital data are read in to populate the parameters and descriptions.
Figure 3.28. The calculation worksheet tab opens the worksheet of time and pressure data. This sheet is active so a user can type in the time and pressure data if it is not available in digital form. Other dialogs are also shown in this figure including the Horner graph with a sliding bar to fit a curve and the first part of the calculation sheet.

Figure 3.29. The last dialog of the DST Analyst is shown where the calculations are made for the transmissibility, effect permeability, and skin.
Task 4. Technology Transfer

Subtask 4.1. Project Application and Testing

4.1.1. Technology Transfer Activities. The final year of the contract involved extensive testing and implementation of software code, building examples and tutorial, documentation, and website design. Extensive final testing and finalizing the modules consumed most of the time between May-September, 2003 to ensure that user’s would not experience unexpected crashes and could negotiate the software successfully. The web-based tutorial and concepts were completed as scheduled. Analyses of datasets were done in the course of testing and results placed on website and use in oral presentations. Presentations during the last year included a seminar at the Kansas Independent Oil and Gas Association Annual Meeting in Wichita, August 18, a talk in a session at the AAPG Mid-Continent Meeting in Tulsa on October 13th, a DOE-Industry Project Review Workshop in Lawrence, September 24, coinciding with the official release of the software, and a talk on GEMINI at a geoinformatics session at the Geological Society of America Annual Meeting in Seattle on November 2nd. Three opportunities followed to obtain new funding for GEMINI related web application development – February DOE solicitation, cost extension to existing contract, and industry consortium.

4.1.2. Industry partners affiliated with GEMINI. Well and production data were obtained from several partnering companies to test and evaluate the prototype software and to obtain feedback on how the software can be improved. Company representatives from BP, Lario Petroleum, Mull Drilling Company, Murfin Drilling Company, and Pioneer Resources participated in the evaluation process. Test examples were also drawn from well and lease databases available on the Kansas Geological Survey website (www.kgs.ku.edu), and Digital Petroleum Atlas (www.kgs.ku.edu/DPA/dpaHome.html), including several DOE-sponsored field demonstration projects. Examples include field studies and regional pay assessment with results available on the GEMINI website: http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/gemini-reports.html.

Previous annual reports describe results from field and regional (exploration) applications of GEMINI including Arroyo Field and regional evaluation of Haskell County Lansing-Kansas City. Also other studies conducted have results reported in previous sections of this report. In this final report, two field demonstration projects are presented as case studies that were undertaken after the full suite of software applications were officially tested and released on September 30, 2003. These two case studies address outstanding reservoir modeling problems, one currently being funded by DOE and industry.

- Medicine Lodge North Field in Barber County, Kansas, DOE contract with Woolsey petroleum, “Optimizing Fracture Stimulation in North Medicine Lodge Field” (current DOE Technology Development with Independents, K.D. Newell, PI)

- Minneola Field (Norcan East) in Clark County, Kansas with previous data and financial support by Murfin Drilling Company, Wichita, Kansas
The results of these two studies demonstrate the utility of the use of GEMINI in terms of:

- Obtaining practical insights that were not previously available based on rather rapid analyses lasting several weeks each
- Results including targeting additional oil recovery sites in each field, in one case under current consideration by the operator, Woolsey Petroleum in Medicine Lodge North Field.

4.1.3. Case Studies

4.1.3.1. Medicine Lodge North Field, Barber County, Kansas – Resolving Complex Mississippian (Osage) Chert Reservoir with Cross Section, Log Analysis, and Volumetric Analyses, Integrated Geologic and Engineering Mapping

The analysis utilizing GEMINI at the Medicine Lodge North Field was introduced in the ongoing collaboration between Woolsey Petroleum in Wichita, Kansas and the Kansas Geological Survey. The project is investigating geologic and engineering factors critical for designing hydraulic fracture treatments in Mississippian "chat" reservoirs. Mississippian reservoirs, including the chat, account for 1 billion barrels of the cumulative oil produced in Kansas. Mississippian reservoirs presently represent approximately 40% of the state's 35 million barrels annual crude oil production.

To paraphrase from the project description…

*Although geographically widespread, the "chat" is a heterogeneous reservoir composed of chert, cherty dolomite, and argillaceous limestone. Fractured chert with micro-moldic porosity is the best reservoir in this 60- to 100-ft unit.*

*The chat is to be cored in an infill well in the Medicine Lodge North field that was discovered in 1954 and has cumulative production of 2,626,858 bbls of oil and 7,692,010 mcf of gas. The core and modern wireline logs provide geological and petrophysical data for designing a fracture treatment. Optimum hydraulic fracturing design is poorly defined in the chat, with poor correlation of treatment size to production increase. To establish new geologic and petrophysical guidelines for these treatments, data from core petrophysics, wireline logs, and oil-field maps will be input to a fracture- treatment simulation program. Parameters will be established for optimal size of the treatment and geologic characteristics of the predicted fracturing. The fracturing will be performed and subsequent wells site tests will ascertain the results for comparison to predictions. A reservoir simulation program will then predict the rate and volumetric increase in production. Comparison of the predicted increase in production with that of reality, and the hypothetical fracturing behavior of the reservoir with that of its actual behavior, will serve as tests of the geologic &
petrophysical characterization of the oil field. After this feedback, a second well will be cored and logged, and the procedure will be repeated to test characteristics determined to be critical for designing cost-effective fracture treatments. (K.D. Newell, KGS, PI)

The objective of using GEMINI was to re-evaluate the establishment of pay within the Mississippian “chat” reservoir and map its volumetric parameters and other reservoir attributes throughout the field. This petrophysical model was then compared to oil recoveries from leases and the current reservoir pressure in lieu of more extensive engineering modeling due to lack of detailed fluid and pressure history in the field. Core analyses were used to establish Archie Equation parameters and well log cut-offs for the chert reservoir. Previous work with these reservoirs alerted us to the complexities at many scales in the “chat” (Watney et al., 2001). The Well Profile, Cross Section, PiEFFER, and Volumetric modules were used to build a web-based project that has been presented to the operator. The site will be shared with other interested parties at some point after the company exercises its option to drill a well. Figure 4.1 provides field distribution map in Barber County, Kansas.

![Figure 4.1](http://www.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/petroMaps.html)

**Figure 4.1.** Lineaments are added manually based on visual inspection paralleling trends recognized from previous work that indicates deep-seated basement heterogeneity reflected in Paleozoic structure and magnetic and gravity mapping (Watney et al., 2001). Many of these fields produce oil and gas from the Mississippian “chat”. Map is generated from ARC-IMS map server (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/petroMaps.html).

Figure 4.2 is an oil production plot for Barber County generated using the GEMINI production applet that is linked to on the county production web page
Oil production has been slowly declining in this mature province. Methods such as targeted fracturing and horizontal drilling offer opportunities to enhance production from the “chat” reservoirs.

![County Production Barber](http://www.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/County/abc/barber.html). Figure 4.2. County production for Barber County showing cumulative and annual production.

A closer view of the Medicine Lodge North Field with surface drainage reveals a rectilinear pattern that is consistent with larger scale deep-seated lineaments (Figure 4.3).

![Lineaments based on surface drainage bound Medicine Lodge North Field](http://www.kgs.ku.edu/PRS/petroMaps.html). Figure 4.3. Lineaments based on surface drainage bound Medicine Lodge North Field. Map is generated from ARC-IMS map server.

A cored well, Thomas-Forsyth #12, provides lithofacies, core analyses, and correlation to well logs that was used as a guide to extend reservoir properties throughout the field. Figure 4.4 was generated using Well Profile of this well in GEMINI. The main “chat” reservoir is referred to as Chat2 based on a second generation correlation. The “chat” is overlain by the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity, which in this well has no conglomerate along this erosional surface. The Chat2 has four distinct lithofacies and stratigraphic divisions representing two depositional cycles. The upper cycle is comprised
of the 1st nodular and 1st breccia and the lower cycle consists of the 2nd breccia and 2nd nodular. The upper beds of breccia are more heavily weathered and broken “chat” and the lower nodular are more intact lithofacies exhibiting transitions in pore types. These lithofacies also exhibit different petrophysics which is important to distinguish in defining reservoir pay. The lower “chat” is non permeable chert and the underlying Cowley Formation is a cherty dolomitic limestone that comprises a regional lithofacies believed to have been deposited along an extensive basin margin residing along southern Kansas and northern Oklahoma. Downdip from the Mississippian subcrop on uplifts such as that on which this field resides, the “chat” beds grade laterally to Cowley Formation lithofacies. This is seen locally off the flanks of the Medicine Lodge North Field.

As previously mentioned, production data is sparse including on well level production data. However, static reservoir pressure data is available for most well, obtained in 1998. The effective permeability was obtained from build-up tests indicating that the matrix permeability is very low. Examples of calculated K (md) from DST data are 1.08, 0.051, 0.056, 0.272, 0.174, 0.116, and 0.56, all decidedly low, thus, the consideration to fracture the reservoir in order to enhance oil production.

The reservoir drive mechanism based on available data is a solution as drive with little water production. Current production from the Thomas-Forsyth lease (13 wells) is

Figure 4.4. Type log of cored well in Medicine Lodge North Field shows lithofacies and stratigraphic subdivisions of “chat” reservoir. Note that the nodular zones have slightly higher porosity and than the zones of breccia.

As previously mentioned, production data is sparse including on well level production data. However, static reservoir pressure data is available for most well, obtained in 1998. The effective permeability was obtained from build-up tests indicating that the matrix permeability is very low. Examples of calculated K (md) from DST data are 1.08, 0.051, 0.056, 0.272, 0.174, 0.116, and 0.56, all decidedly low, thus, the consideration to fracture the reservoir in order to enhance oil production.

The reservoir drive mechanism based on available data is a solution as drive with little water production. Current production from the Thomas-Forsyth lease (13 wells) is
10 bopd, 45.5 bwpd, and 110 mcfd. Only one well is classified as gas well, the Warwick #3. Gas production data from individual wells is not available. It is assumed that the reservoir produces under solution-gas drive.

Majority of the wells do not have a modern porosity log so porosity was estimated from old neutron logs (API counts) using exponential scaling with low porosity = 3% and high porosity = 33%. The core from Thomas-Forsyth #12 had porosities measured on core-plugs that were compared to porosity estimated from neutron counts. The match between core porosity and porosity calculated from neutron counts is quite good (Figure 4.5). Available petrophysical logs at each well were analyzed within GEMINI using the Super-Pickett technique with $R_w = 0.04$ and $m = n = 2$.

![Figure 4.5. Comparison between core plug porosity and porosity calculated from conversion of neutron counts.](image)

Pay cut-offs were applied by trail and error. Water saturation was initially set at 0.6, the value estimated for “chat” reservoirs that only produce water. The minimum porosity was set at 0.12 to reflect those intervals that can flow oil. A maximum BVW ($S_w \times \phi$) of 0.12 was established for this chat reservoir, below which the chat would produce hydrocarbon. The relatively high BVW is due to an abundance of fine pores and high bound water. These cut-offs were used to isolate effective pay within the chat interval. The reserve potential in effective pay was estimated by summing [porosity * (1-$S_w$)]. These cut-offs were used to derive reservoir volumetrics. The validation of this OOIP was not possible using material balance since production data was not available. Rather a correlation was sought between initial estimated reserves from volumetrics and wells that produced significant volumes of hydrocarbons.
Evaluation of Infill Options

The objective in building this reservoir model is to evaluate sites for potential infill drilling and to utilize fracture stimulation in the infill locations to tap remaining oil reserves. The “chat” reservoir at Medicine Lodge North Field is assumed to produce under solution-gas drive. Available data from DST and build-ups indicate that matrix permeability is very low (close to 1 md or less). Thus low permeability will limit drainage of individual wells and fluid production from the reservoir will be accompanied by (near) proportional decline in reservoir pressure. Under such a scenario, reservoir pressure in the well vicinity may serve as a proxy for cumulative production lacking actual well level. Cumulative production data indicate that areas with higher cumulative production in the field closely correspond to areas with low pressures. Thus low pressure is indicative of significant fluid production and therefore low remaining potential. Alternatively, areas with high pressures are indicative of limited fluid production and therefore higher remaining potential. Wells in low pressure (well-drained) areas of the field should have relatively high effective pay, oil-ft (i.e. OHIP - original hydrocarbon volumes in place). Infill locations sought from this analysis would be areas with effective higher effective pay, but also have higher pressure to support additional recovery.

A series of cross sections was prepared to establish correlation of the four-layer “chat” reservoir (Figures 4.6 through 4.8). The variations in layer thicknesses were quite variable, but the layering was evident through the mapped area. Potential infill locations are shown that result from the analysis of well logs, structure, volumetric, and pressures.

Figure 4.6. Northwest-southeast structural log cross section highlighting chat2 reservoir interval with blue bar. The potential southwest “A” infill location is identified.
"chat" reservoir along the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity and local thickening of overlying Pennsylvanian conglomerate some correspondence to areas of underlying truncation of "chat".

Figure 4.7. Northwest-southeast structural log cross section through center of field and identifying another potential infill location.

Figure 4.8. Northwest-southeast structural log cross section identifying another potential infill location. Note local thinning and truncation of the uppermost “chat” reservoir along the basal Pennsylvanian unconformity and local thickening of overlying Pennsylvanian conglomerate some correspondence to areas of underlying truncation of “chat”.

NW-SE #5
Structural cross section highlighting Chat2 interval and northwest “B” drillsite

NW-SE #7
Structural cross section highlighting Chat2 and eastern “C” drillsite
A southwesterly plunging anticline extends through Medicine Lodge North Field and the crest of the anticline closely corresponds to areas that are most pressure depleted (Figure ii). Potential infill locations would be areas that have both remaining pressure and favorably high pay. A step toward describing these locations is use of Super Pickett crossplots using GEMINI’s PiEFFER module to depict changing patterns of Sw and BVW in wells surrounding prospective infill locations (Figures 4.10 through 4.12).

Figure 4.9. Map depicting both current reservoir pressure in color with contours of overlying structure on top of the “chat” reservoir. Crest of structure and lower pressure closely coincide.
Figure 4.10. Southwest potential infill location “A” showing Super Pickett crossplots in chat2 reservoir of surrounding wells. Red vertical lines in crossplot are BVW contours. Points farther to right suggest coarser pores. Southwest side has higher Sw and BVW (less desirable properties) vs. lower Sw and BVW in southeast side of location “A”.

Figure 4.11. Prospective infill location “B” in northwest part of field where reservoir pressure and rock properties are moderately high. Better reservoir quality (lower Sw and BVW) are in southeast side of this infill site, closer to structural crest and depleted reservoir pressure.
Figure 4.12. Eastern infill location “C” with surrounding wells exhibiting Super Pickett crossplots indicating lower BVW and Sw.

Several iterations of log analysis and volumetrics were done to “tune” the geomodel to the well performance or lack thereof. A key parameter to delimit pay in the log analysis phase was to apply a fractional shale, Vsh, cut-off of 0.3. GEMINI was used throughout the process to conduct this fine tuning (Figures 4.13 and 4.14).
Figure 4.13. The dialogs in GEMINI showing the main project list (upper left) and well list in the introductory dialog going to the volumetric module.

Figure 4.14. Volumetric dialog for Medicine Lodge North showing various zones and models that were part of the experiment to define the optimum volumetric model for assessing infill drilling locations.

The grid size of the volumetric mapping was set at 220 feet (Figure 4.15). The resulting maps follow (Figures 4.15 through 4.18). Maps are annotated with the
prospective infill locations. Porosity is moderately high in the prospective sites (Figure 4.16). Water saturation is moderately low, but higher than the core producing area where the pressure has been depleted (Figure 4.17). Net pay is also at moderate levels based on the use of log cut-offs employed in the final optimized model.

![GEMINI Volumetric Module](image1)

**Figure 4.15.** Dialog where parameters are set to grid and map volumetric data in GEMINI.

![Grid Map Example](image2)

**Figure 4.16.** Color grid map (220 ft cells) for average porosity in pay from chat2 reservoir in Medicine Lodge North Field. Prospective locations have moderate porosity and border highly porous and productive central areas of the field.
Figure 4.17. Average water saturation in pay of chat2 reservoir in Medicine Lodge Field. Note lower Sw in central producing area of field. Super Pickett crossplots of wells surrounding prospective infill drilling locations show similar patterns of Sw distribution.

Figure 4.18. Net pay thickness for chat2 reservoir in Medicine Lodge North Field. Indications are that location B has noticeably higher net pay than other prospective infill sites.

The volumetric plotfile was easily downloaded as an ASCII file from GEMINI for use in another mapping package to compare and extend results. In particular, the Kriging algorithm was used to grid the data in Surfer to help with interpolation into areas of field that had sparse data. Reservoir properties were also extrapolated to well locations where
no logs were available (Figure 4.19). The net pay map using Kriging from Surfer (Figure 4.20) is very similar to results from GEMINI (Figure 4.18).

Figure 4.19. ASCII plotfile of volumetric data downloaded from GEMINI. Reservoir data were extrapolated to wells that have no logs, an example of a well shown by the red arrow.

![Net Pay, Vsh = 0.3 cutoff](image)

**Figure 4.20.** Net pay map of chat2 reservoir using final cut-offs generated using Kriging for grid generation in Surfer using plotfile from GEMINI. This map and GEMINI’s net pay (Figure 4.18) are essentially the same.
A map of the average Vsh for the chat2 reservoir clearly outlines the areas of cleaner “chat” reservoir rock and is comparable to the field pressure map (Figure 4.21). The northwestern most prospective infill location has the cleanest “chat” interval.

![Map of average Vsh for pay interval in the chat2 reservoir. Arrows locate prospective infill drilling locations.](image)

Figure 4.21. Map of average Vsh for pay interval in the chat2 reservoir. Arrows locate prospective infill drilling locations.

The resulting original oil in place calculation is 25 million barrels. This value is similar to that derived from other estimates for the field (Figures 4.22 and 4.23). The OOIP is highest at infill location “B” in northwest sector of Medicine Lodge North Field (Figure 4.23).

![OOIP calculation dialog for Medicine Lodge North Field.](image)

Figure 4.22. OOIP calculation dialog for Medicine Lodge North Field.
The drainage area of existing producing wells poses a potential issue as to the actual reserves that remain at prospect infill drilling locations. Original-oil-in-place and estimated drainage area will change if Archie Equation exponents are varied. The favorable geologic and engineering models described above could be degraded if the cementation exponent, m, and saturation exponent, n, were higher. Core measurements of m and n indicate the averages may be near 2.3 to 2.4 in the nodular chart layers (Figure 4.24). The nodular chert is the best reservoir rock. The higher exponents for the same Rw of 0.04 ohm-m results in an increase in Sw of approximately 15%, e.g., Sw of 36% using m and n of 2 increases to Sw of 51%. For the nodular chert layers, at least, the use of these m and n values could be used to provide a pessimistic scenario, if not a more accurate one.

The value of m in the 1st, uppermost, depositional cycle (1st breccia and 1st nodular beds) is higher than in the underlying 2nd cycle. This may be related to the more vuggy and tortuous pores created in proximity to the weathering/erosion surface at the
base of the Pennsylvanian (Watney et al., 2001). Clear depth trends were also observed in analogous “chat” cycles in Spivey-Grabs Field, located 15 miles (24 km) northeast of Medicine Lodge North Field. In that reservoir, higher m’s were measured in core approaching the tops of subaerially exposed cycle boundaries (Figure 4.25). However in contrast, nodular cherts in Spivey Grabs Field have lower m and n values than in the brecciated chert layers.

**Figure 4.25.** Variation of core (General Atlantic A-1 Tjaden) measured m vs. depth in Spivey-Grabs Field located 15 miles (24 km) northeast of Medicine Lodge North Field.

**Summary in GEMINI Application to Medicine Lodge North Field**

Expeditious construction of a reservoir model of Medicine Lodge North has relied on the ability to integrate various analytical steps from core and log analysis to mapping and volumetric evaluation. Seamless iteration among these analytical tools has helped to achieve an optimized solution. Moreover, web collaboration environment leverages the public-domain data, helps achieve an interdisciplinary solution in spite of distance between collaborators, and provides the ability to share the model and data with partnering companies and eventually the public as part of technology transfer. The option to export results for further modeling has enhanced results. In total, the integrated software makes possible collaborative, interdisciplinary quantitative reservoir modeling in a timely manner.
4.1.3.2. Minneola field complex, Clark County, Kansas – Correlation, Log Analysis, Volumetrics, and Integrated Geologic and Engineering Mapping to Resolve Reservoir Heterogeneity in Morrow Sandstone Deposited in Incised Valley

Minneola Field has been studied over the last decade in various investigations (Bhattacharya et al., 2002; Kruger, 1996, 1998; Clark, 1987, 1995; Youle, 1992). The reservoir is a Lower Atoka incised valley fill sandstone deposited in a complex of incised valleys consisting of several named fields. Many authors have also assigned the reservoir as Morrowan in age. Minneola field complex is located on the eastern Hugoton Embayment along the borders of Clark and Ford Counties (Figures 4.26 and 4.27). Norcan East, the focus of this current study, has produced nearly 900,000 bbls of oil and 2.7 BCF gas (Figure 4.27). Norcan East has a primary drive mechanism of pressure depletion and has been waterflooded since 1994. Incremental oil as been recognized (Figure 4.27), but many leases have either responded prematurely or not at all to the waterflood, and pressure and production have declined to marginal levels. A majority of wells have produced in excess of 80,000 bbls oil and if an effective waterflood could be realized, a significant amount of oil may still be recovered. Carbon dioxide flooding is being considered for such sandstone reservoirs in this area. The analysis would be useful in assessing this technology for these reservoirs. A simulation was conducted on the field and the history match was not acceptable (Bhattacharya et al., 2002). The goal of this re-evaluation using GEMINI is to assess the sandstone geometries, sandstone continuity, and pore-type variation.


Figure 4.27. Index map showing location of cross section H-H’ on right and production plot of Norcan Field on left.
Figure 4.28 that follows is a stratigraphic log cross section H-H’, indexed in Figure 4.27, that ties cored well, Pendleton Schauf #1, from which fusulinids were dated as Lower Atokan to define informal “Gray Group” below Cherokee and above the Morrowan Kearney Formation.

The Atokan “Gray Group” onlapped the western edge of the Central Kansas Uplift as Pennsylvanian sea-level rose. Pennsylvanian sandstones and shales filled valleys that had been
incised into the underlying Mississippian surface. Figure 4.29 is a detailed cross section through the Minneola field complex close to the axis of the incised valley. Based on cores from the field, regional cycles I, J, and K were identified to comprise the valley fill at Norcan East in the Minneola field complex (Youle, 1992). The basal cycle is discontinuous, while the middle cycle contains the main reservoir sandstone. The uppermost cycle, Cycle I, is comprised of mainly limestone. Also, carbonates begin to dominate all the cycles on the west side of the field, indicative of the marine influence.
The Minneola field complex was also studied by Clark (1987) who interpreted a succession of NW-SE oriented barrier bar trends that crossed obliquely through the incised valley system (Figure 4.30). Youle (1992) and Youle et al. (1994) went on to describe these concentrations of sand deposits resulting from Lower Atokan tidal estuaries similar to nearby other fields located along an approximate depositional strike (Figure 4.27). A Pleistocene analog to these sands deposits is along the continental shelf of the U.S. Gulf Coast where valley systems incised into the shelf during lowstand are partially filled by sands deposited at various stillstands during an overall transgression. Atokan glacio-eustatic driven shorelines were shifting progressively higher onto the margins of the Hugoton Embayment. Marine depositional cycles I, J, and K (Youle, 1992) apparently reached near their maximum extent in the Minneola field complex, with each cycle reaching farther landward. These paleo-shorelines trending NW-SE were correlated by Youle (1992) demonstrating comparable cycles and shoreline conditions occurring in nearby Lexington Field (also in Clark County) and Stewart Field (Finney County, Montgomery, 1996), both significant sandstone reservoirs. Other valley-infill sandstones may be found along this regional play. Moreover, this current study will provide additional insights into these other genetically similar reservoirs.

Figure 4.30. Base map of the Minneola field complex indicates well locations, major lower Pennsylvanian drainages as interpreted from previously acquired seismic data, and barrier bar sandstone accumulations and trends mapped from well control (after Kruger, 1996, modified from Clark, 1987).

Selected references are listed below.
Cores from four wells in the Norcan East Field were examined. The cores contain variable very-fine to fine grained sandstones, ranging from clean, well sorted to poorly sorted, shaly with variable clay laminae (heterolithic). Depositional environments range from fluvial channel lithofacies in clean sand to estuarine and shoreline sandstones represented by the heterolithic lithofacies. The log-core plot (Figure 4.31) from the Patton 1-3 well, from the central part of Norcan Field, illustrates the cored interval on the right containing the lithofacies number and photoelectric curve plotted together. The well log on the left includes the stratigraphic divisions, the top of what is called the Morrow and the S1 and S2 cycle boundaries shown by red horizontal line. The boundary consists of an abrupt flooding or transgressive surface. The perforated interval in the S2 cycle is a clean sandstone (Lithofacies #1), the only viable lithofacies with effective pay. The upper S1 cycle is primarily carbonate and lacks effective reservoir rock.

The full Morrow interval in the Patton 1-3 well is shown in Figure 4.32. The Morrow interval contains three cycles, S1, S2, and S3. S1 is similar to S2 in that it is a clastic dominated interval. The S3 cycle overlies the Mississippian unconformity. The initial deposit is a shale with similar log properties to that cored in S2 which is a marine shale. The S1 cycle is capped by a silty/shaly sandstone based on log response and corresponding properties observed in core. The cycle is abruptly overlain by a marine shale of the overlying S2 cycle suggesting renewed transgression. S2 cycle culminates a sandstone, the lower portion which is clean. Cycle S2 is closed abruptly by carbonate accumulation of another marine transgression. The S2 and S1 cycles (cycle I and K in Figure 4.29) are cored in western-most wells (Wears #1-8 and Harris #1), shown in Figure dd, are predominately carbonate indicative a greater marine influence on the basinward side of the incised valley system.
Figure 4.31. Composite well log plot with stratigraphic units and core description with Pe curve for Patton 1-3.

Figure 4.32. Full Morrow interval highlighted by blue bar extending to the top of the Mississippian (Ste. Genevieve).
The other cored well containing reservoir sandstone is Statton 2-12 from the eastern side of Norcan East (Figure 4.33). The lower portion of the sandstone in the S2 cycle contains clean quartz sandstone, the reservoir interval. The S2 cycle is closed by marine shale. S1 cycle remains carbonate-dominated.

![Figure 4.33. Core well Statton 2-12 with reservoir sandstone. Cored interval identified by core analysis sample locations showing plug porosity (blue dots & plug permeability (red circles). Perforated interval shown as red circles in the depth track. DST interval is also shown in the depth track.](image)

Scatter in the porosity-permeability relationship reduced when samples were classified by shale content, proxied by gamma ray (API units) (Figure 4.34). Higher permeability was noted in cleaner sandstones, thus Vsh, shale fraction, was recognized as an important in delineating favorable lithofacies and prospective hydrocarbon pay.

![Figure 4.34. Porosity-permeability crossplot for Statton 2-12 and Patton 1-3 cores.](image)
A compilation of porosity-permeability data from Morrow sandstone reservoirs and delineated by field show that Norcan East and Stewart have some of the higher porosities, but Stewart Field has higher permeabilities (Figure 4.35, Bhattacharya et al., 2002). Per well recoveries in Stewart Field range upward of 350,000 bbls, while those in Norcan East have cumulative production generally below 150,000 bbls.

![Porosity-permeability relationships for Morrow sandstones in southwestern Kansas.](image)

Figure 4.35. Porosity-permeability relationships for Morrow sandstones in southwestern Kansas.

The top of the Morrow interval in the incised valley in Norcan East is a current-day structural low (Figure 4.36) higher to the east and deeper to the west. The elevation at the base of the Morrow clearly delimits the incised valley with a deeper axis extending from the southeast up to the central area and then through a narrow constricted part of the valley then southwestward forming an L-shaped pattern. A low also extends out the west side of the mapped area.
Figure 4.36. Structure maps (sealevel datum) for the top and base of the Morrow.

A series of three cross sections follow, a southwest-northeast cross section through the western limits of Norcan East, a south-north cross section in the central portion of the field, and a west-to-east cross section that resides in the southeastern portion of the field (Figure 4.38). Index maps for each cross section are found in Figure 4.37. Western-most section (top) shows lateral facies change from carbonate on west to sandstone toward northeast. Central section shows cleaner sands toward north (central illustration), and lower section shows cleaner sand toward east. Together these changes suggest different sand bodies.

Figure 4.37 Index map for cross sections shown in Figure 4.38.
Figure 4.38. Structure cross sections focused on the Morrow interval showing the S1, S2, and S3 cycles. Yellow bar in depth track highlights the porous sandstone reservoir in the S2 cycle that is the focus of this current study. Upper, western section, shows small lob of sand in west surrounded by carbonate, near basinward margin of sandstone. In central section, sandstone properties deteriorate to north. In lower section, similar decline in reservoir properties is noted from east to west.
Log analysis was conducted on the S2 sandstone reservoir to define effective pay. The Schlicting 1-2 lease produced a billion cubic feet of gas. The S2 sandstone is thick and clean. Well profile shows lobe of sand with Vsh curve and high porosity. Well perforations are also shown. Alongside the log profile is the lease production history showing annual and cumulative (Figure 4.39). Cut-offs include Vsh = 30%, Phi = 12%, Sw = 50%, and BVW = 0.12. Archie equation parameters were measured from core including: A = 1.8, M = 1.74, N = 2, with an Rw = 0.04.

Figure 4.39. Depth profile of S2 cycle showing sandstone pay. To right is production plot of Schlicting 1-2 lease.

Super Pickett crossplot of S2 cycle in Schlicting 1-2 well from east side of Norcan East Field shows low BVW (.55 minimum), low Sw, and high porosity equivalent to the hydrocarbon pay. (Figure 4.40).

Figure 4.40. Super Pickett crossplot of Schlicting #1-2 well. Low BVW (high phi and low Sw) combine to describe a good hydrocarbon pay zone.
In contrast to the highly productive Schlicting #1-2 well, the Latzke #1 was a marginal producer. The well lies less than a half mile (0.8 km) southwest in the southern part of Norcan East Field.

The Super Pickett crossplot shows a distinct change in pattern for this marginal well compared to the Schlicting #1-2. Points cluster in the northwest sector at BVW above 0.1 (Figure 4.42). The high BVW is attributed to finer pores than the Schlicting #1-2.

Figure 4.41. Well profile of Latzke #1 showing pay in lower portion of S2 sandstone. Entire sand interval is perforated. On right are production histories for gas (top) and oil (bottom). Marginal well produced less than 100,000 cubic feet of gas and 50,000 bbls of oil.

Figure 4.42. Super Pickett crossplot of Latzke #1 well, a marginal well with high BVW and relatively high Sw.
The total barrels of oil equivalent (BOE) was mapped for Norcan East (Figure 4.43) showing two areas of high BOE, one on the east side (mainly gas production) and the other in the central region. The sand on the far west side has limited production.

The average BVW is shown in Figure 4.44 with total BOE contours. The lower the BVW, the coarser the pores. Note low BVW in central region forming a north-south pattern. Also note southerly gradient of increasing BVW for central zone.

Cumulative BOE is also plotted against average Vsh and reveals similar pattern to BVW (Figure 4.45). The central lobe is cleanest (low Vsh) in north and gradually falls to the southwest. Similarly, the Vsh in the eastern area forms a lobe shaped feature where Vsh declines to the north. Locus of highly productive areas closely corresponds to these lobes of cleaner sandstone and it is inferred that the lobes reflect depositional features, low Vsh closest to the source of the sand. Based on comparison of productive and dry wells, the Vsh cut-off was confirmed to be 0.3. The inverse relation between gamma ray and permeability is consistent with this observation.
The petrophysical properties were further compared with well performance across the field by examining well profiles of pay (Figure 4.46). This information further confirmed the presence of an eastern, central, and small western sand lobe.
The volumetrics were calculated for the S2 cycle sandstone (Figure 4.47). The results further support two sandstone lobes that account for the observed reservoir volume.

![Figure 4.47. Plotfile for volumetrics of S2 cycle sandstone reservoir. Reservoir parameters derived from PIEFFER log analysis module. Plotfile is also available for ASCII download.](image1)

Volumetric gridding was by inverse distance squared and the grid spacing was set at 200 feet (Figure 4.48).

![Figure 4.48. Volumetric gridding dialog showing grid set for all mapping.](image2)
Results of Volumetric gridding in GEMINI. Mapping supports two distinct areas of better quality reservoir rock (Figure 4.49). Gross thickness is the total thickness of the S2 cycle, so it includes a shale zone underlying the sandstone. The net pay clearly shows two lobes of sandstone. The average porosity map indicates that thicker net sand is also associated with higher average porosity.

Figure 4.49. Gross thickness, net pay, and average porosity for S2 cycle sandstone. Properties for net sand only.
The average water saturation is not as clearly interpretable (upper diagram in Figure 4.50). On the other hand, the original-oil-in-place shows two distinctive lobes. The injection well, also the cored well, Patton #1-3 (denoted by blue arrow) is located in the middle of the field. But the location of the injector is not optimum in terms of sand quality or hydrocarbon pore volume. Any realignment of the waterflood would include reversing the low pressure regime through large water volume needed just to fill up the pore space and regain elevated pressures. Also, loss of solution gas pressure and occupancy of free gas in the pore space will block oil movement from some areas and make incremental oil recovery expensive and difficult. Reservoir simulation will utilize the new volumetric parameters to examine further options for improving oil recovery.

![Average Water Saturation Map for S2](image1)

![Grid Cell OOIP Map for S2](image2)

**Figure 4.50. Average water saturation and OOIP for S2 cycle sandstone in Norcan East Field.**

Calculated OOIP for study area is 7.8 million barrels (Figure 4.51). Total BOE recovered is 1.682 million bbls using a 5.7 mcf/bbl conversion factor for gas to oil. Current recovery amounts to 22%, which is ok for primary and secondary in a solution gas drive oil reservoir.
Figure 4.51. Volumetric calculation dialog and report for S2 cycle sand in Norcan East Field.
Comparison of maps of total BOE and hydrocarbon\*porosity\* ft. with elevation of the elevation of the base of S2 cycle suggests that the sand in the southeastern portion of Norcan East Field was deposited in the valley (Figure 4.52). Similarly, most of the sand in the central lobe was confined to the valley, but the northern side shows sand high on the valley wall. A possible source of the sand supplying the central lobe of sandstone appears to have been from the north where the reservoir properties are better. The source of the southeastern lobe of sand appears to originate from the southeast. Lithofacies suggests fluvial channel sand modified by marine and tidal influence more distal from the source. A stillstand in sealevel or prolonged occupancy of the shoreline at this location led to sand accumulation in a partially filled incised valley system (as also indicated as barrier sands of Clark, 1986). As in Stewart Field to the northwest along strike with this field, the quartz sand closely resembles the sandy matrix of the underlying Mississippian Ste. Genevieve Limestone into which the incised valley was developed. The sealevel stillstand may also have been responsible for transported products of the weathered limestone, i.e., sandstone, to sites of lower energy such as local fall lines in bays and estuaries such as the valley would provide. This limited sand accumulation is suggestive of local sand supply, rather than a large tributary drainage system. Moreover, the western limit of the S2 cycle sand in Norcan East Field grades to limestone confirmed in cores obtained within a mile southwest of the field (Wears #1 in Section 8-30S-25W and Harris #1 in Section 9-30S-25W). This suggests that marine shelf equivalents to the clastics are carbonate deposits.

Figure 4.52. Comparisons of total BOE and So*phi*ft and elevation base of S2 cycle.
A plot of the average BVW and Vsh distinguishing the east and western lobes shows a positive correlation between increasing BVW and Vsh (Figure 4.53). Links to maps of BVW and Vsh support the relationship between improved reservoir properties in proximal positions within the lobes of sand, i.e., closer to the sources of the sand as previously discussed above.

**Figure 4.53.** Comparison of plots and maps of BVW and Vsh illustrating trends.
Correlation between average Vsh and BVW also extends to total BOE as might be anticipated since Vsh and BVW correlate with critical reservoir properties (Figure 4.54).

![Figure 4.54. Plot of Vsh and BVW vs. total BOE.](image)

Additional inferences made about the stratigraphic succession within S2 cycle sandstone can be related closely to a Pleistocene analog on the Gulf Coast. A portion of the Patton 1-3 cored interval is divided into stratigraphic units A, B, C, and D. Units B, C, and D create a tripartite division of the sandstone, a very common attribute to estuarine valley fill deposits (Figure 4.55). Unit D is the clean, dominantly fluvial channel to estuarine facies that serves as the petroleum reservoir in Norcan East Field. Unit D reflects lower sealevel and nonmarine influence in most of the field area except on the far west which maintain marine carbonate deposition. The overlying Unit C is a marine/estuarine shale and probably represents quieter inner bay deposition. Unit B may be the shoreline barrier sand, a calcareous, silty, quartz sand with shale laminae. Unit B is a sand on the far west reaches of the field in contrast to carbonate below suggesting westward progradation and improved sorting of the sand body to where local pay is indicated. This is a separate reservoir from the eastern lobes of sandstone. Unit A at the top of the Cycle S2 is dense carbonate and reflecting marine transgression and the end of cycle S2 accumulation. Cycle 1 above represents higher sea level conditions where the shoreline moved farther eastward as indicated by Youle (1992) and Youle et al. (1994). The same tripartite stratigraphic division is seen in the reservoir in Stewart Field where sand was deposited in all three phases of the succession (Youle, 1992; Montgomery, 1996). This increased sand content may be due to greater sediment supply or more prolonged conditions. Since the sedimentary cycles may be equivalent between the areas, the increased sand content is more likely due to greater sediment supply.
Figure 4.55. Composite of the log, core, Pe curve and stratigraphic subdivisions within the S2 sedimentary cycle.

Studies of Holocene-Quaternary sediments on the continental shelf of the Texas Gulf Coast typify clastic accumulation along a coastal marine shelf during glacio-eustatic conditions. During sea level rise and associated stillstands, isolated accumulations of sand occur as part of depositional parasequences (high frequency cycles) representing temporary along an incised valley system that cuts across the Texas continental shelf during sealevel lowstand (Thomas and Anderson, 1994, Figure 4.56). A model of accumulation near shoreline during a stillstand conditions is comprised of a fluvial to bayhead delta sandy deposits, the inner bay fine-grained clastics, a tidal inlet sands accumulation near the more energetic outer reaches of the estuary, and finally the a barrier bar sand associated with marine transgression and marine reworking of the preexisting deposits. The surface beneath the marine deposit is sharp and erosional and is referred to as the ravinement surface.

Figure 4.56. Diagramatic Holocene Quaternary transgressive system (transgressive parasequences) along a valley fill profile modeled after the Texas Gulf Coast (from Thomas and Anderson, 1994).
A Holocene-Quaternary depositional cycle developed along an incised valley system of the Texas Gulf Coast consists of the low-stand fluvial deposits deposited along the erosional sequence boundary. Staggered glacial eustatic rise in sealevel leads to localized accumulations of sand, i.e., local progradation, as part of the valley fill process. The components include the bayhead delta, inner estuarine fine grained clastics, and the tidal bar at the mouth of the estuary (Figure 4.57). Locally, these sands are partially eroded (ravinement) and reworked to form barrier islands as expressed today by Galveston Island. Variations in sediment supply and length of sealevel stillstands will affect the extent of these deposits (Figure 4.58). Conditions during the Pennsylvanian transgression were believed to have been similar.

Figure 4.57. Quaternary-Holocene transgressive systems tract for Texas Gulf Coast (Thomas and Anderson, 1994).

Figure 4.58. Clastic deposits on Texas Gulf Coast related to Quaternary lowstand and transgressive conditions (from Thomas and Anderson, 1994).
Subtask 4.2. Concepts and Tutorial

The concepts and tutorial are available in GEMINI Help (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/gemini-help.html) (Figure 4.59). Help is presented as a set of indexed web pages. Help concepts and tutorial are also linked directly to modules as they are accessed. The on-line tutorial provides step-by-step negotiation of the GEMINI functions. The user is provided with background information and fundamental concepts that educate the user in the application of the modules.

Figure 4.59. A portion of the Help dialog in GEMINI showing active buttons used to access concepts and step-by-step tutorial of each module.

PiEFFER (log analysis) concepts is an example of the organization of these help web pages (Figure 4.60). The topics are further described through additional links (Figure 4.61).

Figure 4.60. Portion of PiEFFER Concepts web page outlining topics.
Pay Determination

Reservoir intervals that will contribute to reservoir production are known as "pay". Intervals that are accepted or eliminated from consideration as pay are done so on the basis of their fluid saturation content, porosity, permeability, and salinity. The recognition of pay zones is an essential part of reservoir evaluation both as a guide to production depth and in the computation of field reserves. The terminology of pay determination is rather loose, but the values defined below are consistent with common usage. In the example shown, a sandstone-shale reservoir interval is subdivided into a hierarchy of sub-intervals according to cut-offs applied to logs and curves calculated from logs. The definitions are:

1. Gross reservoir interval: the unit between the top and base of the reservoir that includes both reservoir and non-reservoir intervals.
2. Gross sandstone (or limestone, dolomite, carbonate): the summed thickness of intervals that are determined to be sandstone, usually determined by a Vsh cut-off.
3. Net sandstone (or limestone, dolomite, carbonate): the summed thickness of gross sandstone zones that have effective porosity and permeability, usually determined by a porosity cut-off.
4. Gross pay: the summed thickness of net sandstone zones that have hydrocarbon saturation considered sufficient for economic production, usually determined by a water-cut saturation cut-off.
5. Net pay: the summed thickness of gross pay zones that should yield water-free production, usually determined by an irreducible bulk volume water cut-off.

Z-Plot: The Third Dimension

Z-plots have been used for many years in log analysis as a means to plot a third log variable ("Z") on a conventional log crossplot (logs X and Y). The most common example is the use of the gamma ray log on a density-neutron porosity crossplot. The density and neutron porosity values of a zone determine its coordinate location on the crossplot, and its position is marked with the gamma ray value rather than a conventional symbol. The value can be considered as a "distance" in the vertical dimension. As an additional improvement, a color symbol is often substituted for the number scaling. The use of color provides an immediate perception of third axis location as opposed to the confusion of a mass of numbers in a conventional Z-plot.

The color Z-plot convention is used in PfEFFER to colorize points on the Pickett plot according to values selected from one of ten ATTRIBUTE columns. A common choice for the colored Z-variable is depth, so that the reservoir structure can be seen more readily, particularly in complex situations where the depth-links lines become entangled. However, shale proportion, photo-electric factor, and other log or core measurements have also proved extremely useful in the discrimination of geological or engineering characteristics.
The GEMINI upload process description and Frequently Asked Questions are also easily accessible to the user (Figure 4.62).

In addition to Concepts and Tutorial to aid the user in initiating and understanding the integrated software environment of GEMINI, a Project Workflow was included in the software structure to provide rapid access to activities previously completed and to review input and derived parameters. Project Workflow facilitates web collaboration as users are enabled to review work of other collaborators or to refresh the user in what has been accomplished (Figures 4.63 and 4.64).
Dialogs are provided to show that the activity is running since some operations take a few seconds to complete. Visual cues to the user of active GEMINI processing (Figure 4.65) are an important feature for smooth interaction in the work flow.
CONCLUSIONS

Deployment of GEMINI

All GEMINI modules were completed by July 31, 2003 (Figure 4.66). Intensive testing was initiated in May 2003 and GEMINI was officially reviewed and released on September 30, 2003.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GEMINI Releases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Version Number</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speed in access and operation of modules in GEMINI is no longer an issue with common broadband connections to the Internet that are now available in many variations for small businesses. Internet access can be arranged from most locations when potential user’s are traveling. Set-up procedures are increasingly straight forward and the use of the Internet is becoming an increasingly essential activity to conduct the petroleum business enterprise. At the outset of this project in 2000, dial-up access to the Internet and e-mail service were issues for potential users, but these are no longer impediments to potential clients. Actual running of programs on the web for business purposes remains a new phenomenon, but it is surmised that this impediment will also be soon removed. Application service providers (ASP) and other web services such as auto-updating of software are increasingly more commonplace.

Primary access to GEMINI is currently through the KGS site at www.kgs.ku.edu under the Software title (Figure 4.67). In addition, individual modules are available alongside the data on which they perform computations or display, e.g., LAS viewer (http://www.kgs.ku.edu/Gemini/LAS.html?sAPI=15-025-20635&sKID=1021084922) (Figure 4.68) and Production viewer is shown in Figure 4.69.
Figure 4.68. LAS log viewer is a standalone adaptation of the Well Profile in GEMINI. The module runs on the server and logs accesses can be viewed, printed, and downloaded.

Figure 4.69. Access to Standalone production module through KGS website provides automated plot and dialog to modify the plot.
In addition to the GEMINI integrated project modules and standalone modules that run on the server as described above, Java Web Start is being used to deliver the application to the user’s PC so that the application can run without access to Internet. User accesses a web page from the KGS site to download these applications, including PVT calculator, Material Balance, and Gridding and Mapping (Figure 4.70). The Web Start and server standalone programs represent a new generation of web application utilized XML data handling protocol. Web Start applications communicate with the server to acquire data needed in the operation as well as uploading data from the user’s PC. Additional individualized standalone modules are anticipated.

![Figure 4.70. Web page to access standalone and downloadable Web Start applications.](image)

**Bridge to XML and Distributed Databases**

GEMINI data access was created around Kansas Geological Survey’s (KGS) Database as an example of access to a large relational database residing on a server. Java Servlets were designed used to access the KGS Database. The GEMINI Application Graphical User Interfaces, GUI, Dialogs, Panels, and Tables are dependant on KGS Database Tables. The location of LAS & Core Image File data are hard coded in the GEMINI Application. The present GEMINI Application configuration is also centered around Java Servlets. Some 75 Java Servlets are used to read that database and files for 13 Modules.

It was realized in 2002 that in order to attain a practical, efficient, cost-effective, and low maintenance implementation of GEMINI with public-domain data sites that XML was the
preferred protocol to accommodate variations in server type, data structure, expertise of systems managers, and minimize the workload to implement this linkage. These overriding factors led to this focus on XML as the optimum solution to realize GEMINI access to distributed public-domain database nationwide and beyond. Although it is possible to replicate the current structure with other databases, as originally intended, it would involve significant effort on behalf of the data source and the GEMINI team that was not funded in the current contract. XML data protocol provides the means to allow GEMINI’s utilization nationwide.

Utilization of XML means replacing the primary Java Servlet Layer with a Java-XML I/O Layer. While the present GEMINI Modules use KGS Database to save user data, an XML File Database System is used for user saved data. This allows the user to save data directly to their PC. To share projects the user is allowed to save their data to a server that has accessed to the outside world. The user is also given the ability to copy Project XML files to and from PC and Server. Data is retrieved in the same way no matter the source.

XML replaces the dependency of having to compile GEMINI Code for every new public domain Data Source. Rather, the Servlet location is hard-coded into a Java Class File. An Access XML File will identify a URL and File Paths for the Data Access Software for each public-domain site. For example, if the user selects data from the KGS, the Access XML File will give the URL of the Servlet to retrieve the data.

An example is where KHAN, Rock Catalog and Well Profile Modules user interface is designed around measured core data in the KGS database. The revised modules would read the Database Structure of Core Data from XML File (Figure 4.71). Access to the database is dynamic. KHAN and Well Profile Modules use LAS Curve information stored in KGS database for each LAS File. In this case, a standardized LAS Curve XML File would be created and an interpreter software would help user identify units directly from the LAS File being read. Data would also be read as XML (Figure 4.72). Without XML, data formatting becomes a very large issue and consumes considerable resources that could be focused instead on processing and analysis of value-added activities.

![GEMINI Read XML Process](image)

**Figure 4.71. Example of a possible XML Read process.**
The procedure followed by a user in this XML version of GEMINI would be to identify the public-domain server, the name of host organization of the site, the base URL address for the database, e.g., [http://www.kgs.ukans.edu](http://www.kgs.ukans.edu). Once the site is chosen the user would identify the available data from this host database. Basic information identified would include: Well Header Information, Formation Top, Digital LAS Files, DST, Core Analysis, Core Images, and Production. The user would then identify the module use to use the Data Type and software would help define Data Types Requested, Format of data, Input Variables needed to retrieve data, URL to retrieve the XML, Output Stream, and Programming Application used to generate XML Stream such as Cold Fusion. Hypothetical framework is shown in Figure 4.73.

**Figure 4.72. Example of a possible XML Read process.**

**Figure 4.73. Example of possible XML framework for distributed database version of GEMINI.**

---

**GEMINI Write XML Process**

- **Applet or Application**
  - Save Data
  - Errors
  - Gemini IO Processing Package
  - GEMINI XML File
    - Data Type
    - Data Type DTD File
    - Available Sources URLs
  - User Project Processing XML File
    - Data Type
    - Well API
    - URL Location Of Data
  - JAVA-XML IO Processing Package
    - Read XML Input Stream
    - Parse XML to Linked List
    - Write XML Output Stream
    - Parse Linked List to XML
    - Read Comma Delimited Data
    - Write Comma Delimited Data
- **Server**
  - User Save XML Data
  - •Cold Fusion
  - •ORACLE PL/SQL
  - •Java Servlets
  - Users Project XML Files
- **User's PC**
  - Users Project XML Files
  - User Save XML Data

**Oil & Gas Data Source**

**Kansas Geological Survey Server**
- Cold Fusion
- ORACLE PL/SQL
- Java Servlets
- ORACLE Database
- LAS & Core Image Files

**Public-Domain db Server**
- Cold Fusion
- Database
- LAS Files

**User’s PC**
- Comma Delimited Files
- LAS Files

**Oil & Gas Database Data Tables:**
- Well Header Information
- Digital LAS Files
- Formation Tops
- Measured Core Data
- Core Image Files
- DST
- Lease Production
- Field Production

**Oil & Gas Database Data Files:**
- Digital LAS Files
- Measured Core Data

---
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Possible data type XML File Formats are suggested in Figure 4.74. Groups such as POSC (Petrochemical Open Standards Consortium, http://www.posc.org) are providing XML standards for many data types and will continue to make this task easier.

**Data Type XML File Formats**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well Header Information Data</th>
<th>Digital LAS File Information</th>
<th>Core Database/File Information Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API-Number of Well</td>
<td>API-Number of Well</td>
<td>Table or File Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease Name</td>
<td>Directory Path of LAS File</td>
<td>Generic Name (Used for Cross Reference with Core Measured Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well Number</td>
<td>URL Path of LAS File</td>
<td>Column Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Filename of LAS File</td>
<td>Column Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position Data</td>
<td>Starting Depth of LAS File</td>
<td>Column Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude</td>
<td>Ending Depth of LAS File</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitude</td>
<td>Classification of Log (Resistivity, Porosity, etc)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTM Location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTM – X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTM – Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Well Data</th>
<th>Standard LAS Curves Data</th>
<th>Core Measured Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status (Oil, Gas, D&amp;A, etc)</td>
<td>Mnemonic</td>
<td>API-Number of Well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Bushing</td>
<td>Units</td>
<td>Core Reference ID (Optional)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Depth</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Core Start Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom Hole Temperature</td>
<td>Track</td>
<td>Core End Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Temperature</td>
<td>Data List for Depth Data</td>
<td>Depth Correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud Fracture Resistivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mud Fracture Temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Formation Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Image File Information Data</th>
<th>Core Database/File Information Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API-Number of Well</td>
<td>Table or File Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory Path of Core Image</td>
<td>Generic Name (Used for Cross Reference with the Core Database/File Information Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filename of Core Image</td>
<td>Units of Data (FOR Numeric Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Type (JPEG, GIF, etc.)</td>
<td>Value of Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Image File Information Data</th>
<th>Core Database/File Information Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API-Number of Well</td>
<td>Table or File Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory Path of Core Image</td>
<td>Generic Name (Used for Cross Reference with the Core Database/File Information Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filename of Core Image</td>
<td>Units of Data (FOR Numeric Data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Type (JPEG, GIF, etc.)</td>
<td>Value of Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This XML data framework may take the form of a Data Portal. The tasks that the Data Portal might perform:

- **Loads** the Location of Data XML File
- Contains the URL/Directory information to **retrieve or save** data
- **Identifies** the Applications that will **generate** the XML Files and the Application Name and language.
- **Provide** User Support for Personal Data
- Helps the User **create** a Location of Data XML File for User’s PC Data.
- Helps user **convert** comma delimited data files to XML files.
- Helps user **convert** XML files to comma delimited data files.
- Copy users project XML files to and from a Server to share work.
- Interactive Plot Dialog to help user **find** Oil & Gas Wells with particular data types.
- Helps user to **maintain** a Project
- **Create, Modify and Delete** Project Information Data.
- **Add & Delete** Oil & Gas Wells in Project File
- To **generate** a Project XML File which will allow different GEMINI Modules reuse saved data from other Modules.
Obviously, the handling of many and varied and sometimes complex data types among many public-domain sites will be a major task prior to actually analyzing the data with the Java software tools. An example of the data portal is shown in Figure 4.75.

![Figure 4.75. Example of a possible Data Portal to access a server, view, and select data to assemble a GEMINI project “on-the-fly”.

To make GEMINI Modules useful, a standard I/O process will need to be created to allow data access from any source. XML is the data handling protocol to best accomplish this. This will entail modification of the GEMINI Module GUI to reflect different data sources dynamically. A process would need to be created to help the user assemble and maintain their data in a format that GEMINI can understand. This could be accomplished with a GEMINI Data Portal as described above.
Growth of GEMINI User Base

GEMINI access has grown steadily since the software was deployed in September 2003 increasing from 6,000 hits in October to over 12,000 hits in February 2004. Most visitors are still exploring the site, publications, and online tutorial while some 200 users are spending over half hour per session suggesting more involved analysis. Software modules like PVT are being heavily used. They are relatively straightforward to access and obtain fast results. Search engines are finding the site and directing users to specific modules. Commercial addresses comprise nearly 40% of the visitors (Figure 4.76). Access to standalone modules that are being accessed outside of the main GEMINI environment are not being tallied.

![Bar chart showing web visits to GEMINI in February 2004]

Figure 4.76. Web visits to GEMINI in February 2004 has grown to over 12,000. 40% of visits are from commercial addresses.
Increased utilization of GEMINI by users on a national level by industry, academia, and education is an ultimate goal. Several strategies to help with deployment include:

1. Develop efficient software procedures to connect the integrated GEMINI modules, the “spinoff” standalone server software, and the new Web Start downloaded applications via “XML-based Data Portal” to provide access of the Java software to other public-domain databases.
2. Encourage links to the GEMINI software to bring familiarity to new user group.
3. Include web links to DOE and PTTC.
4. Publish case studies in national journals and post on website.
5. Present workshops and short courses on use of GEMINI in practical applications.
6. Obtain published reviews of software from 3rd parties.
7. Continue to track usage to learn how to better design.
8. Enhance modules to help user more easily apply the software to solve practical problems and find oil and gas.
9. Obtain testimonies as to experience in use and relate successes.
10. Maintain security of projects and data.
11. Work with commercial software vendors to ensure that bridges are optimized between softwares.

**Summary**

Subsurface, petroleum-related public-domain databases continue to improve in richness of types and volume of information. Over the past four years, improving and standardization of web servers and data-handling procedures have allowed web-based data to be much more accessible to outside clients. The knowledge and interests of data vendors has also heightened substantially, both commercially and public-domain. The web-application programming environment has also improved including Java and XML being used in GEMINI. With these successes, the expectations and sophistication of the client base, particularly smaller independent companies that depend on the public-domain databases, has grown rapidly in the past few years. They have developed technical prowess coupled with an urgency to maintain competitiveness for their investors as the search for oil and gas is increasingly focused on the hard to find remaining resources. It is anticipated beyond any doubt that businesses and academia will expect public-domain websites that serve data to be capable of providing:

1. quick geospatial viewing of the data to refine a search and compare trends and patterns,
2. rapid access to many data types and large volumes of data for use in tailored applications,
3. utilization of web-based technical applications to “dig deeper into/mine” the database by analyzing the information in real-time as it is accessed,
4. assembly of data into projects founded on the public-domain data and integrated with their own to perform essential analytical procedures in such a manner as to enable distant collaborations and decision making, and
5. seamless integration of these results with commercial softwares to further analyze results and improve models to minimize risks and maintain competitiveness.
Web-based computing has advanced from a curiosity and a “bleeding edge” technology to the mainstream and is now a fully functional, basic computing environment that provides reliable, value-added results for businesses and research. The National Science Foundation is fully committed to this endeavor with their Informatics initiatives, e.g., Geoinformatics, as are commercial application service providers (ASP). It is anticipated that web-applications will be an essential technology for petroleum clients to help “mine” the public-domain data and tailor it to their needs. Those who best manage the information will be competitive. The more direct and “seamless” the software applications are linked to the public-domain data, the more the tools will be used and the greater the need for rich datasets. The two assets will drive the development of each other. The web-based informatics environment with greatly expanding capability in processing speed and storage capacity is greatly improving opportunities for web-based, geoscience software applications in a public-domain setting. Close linkage of client needs and capabilities of the public domain host will be beneficial to each. The overall success of the client base in the oil and gas producing provinces will support the petroleum industry enterprise and sustain or enhance local economies that are dependent on them. Serving data and applications will help regions stay competitive.

**GEMINI Project Synopsis**

The GEMINI web-application is summarized through a series of images that complete this report to help further convey the capabilities of the software and the ability it has to offer solutions to practical problems. (These figures are not numbered or captioned and are not logged into the List of Figures following the Table of Contents.)

![Integrated Reservoir Modeling Diagram](image-url)
**GEMINI Project Workflow**

**User/Project Module**
Enter Project Information:
(Name, Location, Field, Description)

**Well Level Analysis**

**Develop Well Model**

**Data Compilation**

**Well Profile Module**
Display and annotate well logs with tops, layers/zones, perforations DST intervals, Core data, quick look well log analysis

**Petrophysical Modeling**

**Rock Catalog Module**
Correlate rock petrophysics by depth, location, field, formation, lithofacies/depositional environment

**PEFFER Log Analysis Module**
Basic Log Analysis - Water saturation models, pay cutoffs, effective pay by reservoir layers
Enhanced Log Analysis - Depth-constrained clustering, flow unit definition, lithology

**DST Module**
Calculate reservoir pressure & permeability

**Fluid Catalog Module**
Brine catalog and Rw Calculation

**Help Module**

**Tutorial - Step-by-step Concepts**

**Technology Transfer**
Testing, Case Studies, Progress Reports, Workshops, Short Courses, Publications, Web-based Compilations

**Field or Multi-Well Analysis**

**Develop Geo-Engineering Model**

**Geological Modeling**

**Correlative Modeling Module**
Cross Section
Continuous and discrete variable prediction and supervised classification (e.g., predict pay, lithofacies, reservoir characteristics)

**Synthetic Seismogram Module**
Intervals, core data, quick look well log analysis

**Kansas Hydrocarbon Association Navigator (KHAN Module)**

**Engineering Modeling**

**PVT Calculator Module**
PVT Properties - Oil, gas and water properties

**Volumetrics Module**
Mapping of reservoir variables, calculate original oil and gas in place, field recovery efficiency, residual saturations, output results as ascii files and grids for further analysis

**Material Balance Module**
Identify drive mechanism, confirm reservoir volumetric, aquifer fitting

**Production Module**
Production bubble map
Time-rate plots

**Synthesis and Output**

**Parametrics for Simulation Model Module**
ASQI output file for mapping and analysis software and simulators including DOE’s EDBcast
Project Workflow
Assist efforts in project management and collaborative

**Geological Modeling**

**Model Module**

**Well Profile Module**
Add/Delete Wells
Wells by county/field
Wells by Interactive Map
Assemble data from online db & upload:
Formation tops, production, perforations, drill stem test, Core data, LAS files

**Data Compilation**

**Core data, LAS files**

**Perforations, drill stem test, Formation tops, production, & upload:**

**User/Project Module**

**Add/Delete Wells**

User(s) setup

(Wells by county/field)

(Assamble data from online db & upload:
Formation tops, production, perforations, drill stem test, Core data, LAS files)

**Core data, quick look well log analysis**

**Core data, LAS files**

**Perforations, drill stem test, Formation tops, production, & upload:**

**Well Profile Module**
Display and annotate well logs with tops, layers/zones, perforations DST intervals, Core data, quick look well log analysis

**Petrophysical Modeling**

**Rock Catalog Module**
Correlate rock petrophysics by depth, location, field, formation, lithofacies/depositional environment

**PEFFER Log Analysis Module**
Basic Log Analysis - Water saturation models, pay cutoffs, effective pay by reservoir layers
Enhanced Log Analysis - Depth-constrained clustering, flow unit definition, lithology

**DST Module**
Calculate reservoir pressure & permeability

**Fluid Catalog Module**
Brine catalog and Rw Calculation

**Help Module**

**Tutorial - Step-by-step Concepts**

**Technology Transfer**
Testing, Case Studies, Progress Reports, Workshops, Short Courses, Publications, Web-based Compilations

**Field or Multi-Well Analysis**

**Develop Geo-Engineering Model**

**Geological Modeling**

**Correlative Modeling Module**
Cross Section
Continuous and discrete variable prediction and supervised classification (e.g., predict pay, lithofacies, reservoir characteristics)

**Synthetic Seismogram Module**
Intervals, core data, quick look well log analysis

**Kansas Hydrocarbon Association Navigator (KHAN Module)**

**Engineering Modeling**

**PVT Calculator Module**
PVT Properties - Oil, gas and water properties

**Volumetrics Module**
Mapping of reservoir variables, calculate original oil and gas in place, field recovery efficiency, residual saturations, output results as ascii files and grids for further analysis

**Material Balance Module**
Identify drive mechanism, confirm reservoir volumetric, aquifer fitting

**Production Module**
Production bubble map
Time-rate plots
GEMINI
Steps in Development

- GEMINI Java Code Standards created before developers write any code.
- Design of the Modules are worked out with geologist, engineer, and peer review.
- Source Code is accessible to all developers.
  - Java Source Code.
  - SQL Scripts to build GEMINI Database Tables
  - DOS Scripts to build GEMINI Releases.
- Source Code is Documented and displayed on the web for peer review.
  - Developers write html with screen captures and links to the java source code.
GEMINI
Applet-Servlet Communication

Client Side Applets

Request for Data

Apache-Tomcat Server

Java Servlets
• Embedded SQL Classes
• Digital LAS File Read Class

ORACLE Database

Digital LAS Files

Core Image Files

Rock Properties

Rock Catalog

Well Profile

Cross Section

Html output on Browser page
Fluid Properties

Petrophysical Analysis of Hydrocarbon Reservoir intervals

Original Hydrocarbon in Place

Recompletion opportunities
Reservoir model for simulation

Marmaton B
Case #1
m=2, n=2
Cutoffs
Phi = .15
Sw = .25
Vsh = .3
BVW = .04

Gross Thickness
Net Pay
Average Phi

Marm B
Producing Well
Dry Hole

Training and Prediction
St. Louis “C”
Current perforations

- Build training sets and share models
- Use to find attribute that has diagnostic petrophysical response.

Prediction:
Oil, Wet, Impermeable, Shale

Kansas Hydrocarbon Association Navigator
Project Workflow and Summary

“Real Time” Immediate Interaction
- Option to launch software modules as data is accessed
- Option to download modules as Java Web Start applications
- Move to XML database I/O for distributed db access
Stratigraphic Viewer
-- Applet or Application

Gemini IO Processing Package

JAVA-XML IO Processing Package

Request for Data URL or File
Array List with Parsed XML Data

Request for XML Location Data
Tops Location XML File

• Read XML Input Stream
• Parse XML to Array List

Stratigraphic Datums File Location XML File

Stratigraphic Datums Location XML File
• Location of Formation Tops Source Name Data
  • User’s PC
  • Java Servlet
  • Location of Formation Tops Data
    • User’s PC
    • Java Servlet

Server
Java Servlets
Database
Formation Tops Data

XML File

User’s PC
XML Files

Request for XML Data

Well Data Portal

Oil & Gas Wells Location & Project Management

Data Source
Kansas Geological Survey (public)

Company Data Source 2 (private)
User (internal)

Filter by
• Data Types
  • LAS File Type
• All Wells
  • Core Data
• LAS Files
  • Core Images
• Tops
  • Lease Production
• DST
  • Field Production

• View Only
  • Select Single Well
  • Zoom In
  • Select Well Group
  • Zoom Out

• No Project Selected
  • Create Project
• Select Project
  • Modify Project
• Change Project
  • Delete Project

User Project Processing XML File

• Project Information
• Oil & Gas Well List
• URL/Directory Location Of Data
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GEMINI (Geo-Engineering Modeling through INternet Informatics)

- GEMINI is a public–domain, interactive, integrated Internet web application.

- 14 user-friendly software modules, calculators, and utility programs.

- Construct geologic/engineering petroleum reservoir models.

- Common data types -- digital well logs; core analyses, descriptions, and images; stratigraphic information; drill stem tests; completion information; monthly and annual production.

- Data assembled “on the fly” into projects built and accessed by collaborators.

- Reports and data files generated from the analyses can be downloaded for use in other applications.

- Projects and data uploaded into the project are password protected.
Future

- Create applets and Web Start applications of software modules
- Access distributed databases
- Integrate software tools through XML databases
Combining well information, well profile showing PfEFFER regions (zone 1, 3, 5, 9, 11), and Pickett cross plot for zone 1.
Succession of Super-Pickett Cross Plots by stratigraphic order broken out as PfEFFER Regions or divisions of the Morrow sandstone reservoir.
Compute the Compositional Analysis

The Type of Analysis Frame is displayed.

Select the Rhomaa-Umaa Button. NOTE: This button requires a log that has both a Bulk Density and Photoelectric Curve.

Select the Photoelectric Curve from the Second LAS File. Select Photoelectric Curve (PEF) Button.
Select the Bulk Density Curve from the Second LAS File. Select the Bulk Density Curve (RHOB) Button. Select the Done Button. Two Plot Frames will then display.

The Mineral Panel which allows the user to select the base minerals for the depth interval of interest

The Proportion Plot to show the amount of mineral content of the three minerals that were selected.
Second well of cross section has been added and user clicks on one of five reservoir layers to obtain color dialog to use in selecting color to use for layer throughout the cross section.

All five layers have been colored in this illustration.
NW-SE Structural Cross Section
- Jpeg file
- Antiform and subcrop in Mississippian
- Lower sandstone (1, 3, 5) onlap
- Upper sandstone (9, 11) overstep
- Carbonate thickening over antiform

NW-SE Stratigraphic Cross Section
- Antiform and subcrop of Mississippian on paleohigh
- Lower sandstone onlap
- Upper sandstone overstep
- Carbonate thickening over antiform
SW-NE Stratigraphic Cross Section
Arroyo Field
Datum: Base MML

lkc-marm interval
analyzed for possible pay
Pay 107.6 BO + 32 BW

Subzonation suggested
By Depth Constrained
Cluster Analysis (using 10 zones)
Predicted reservoir lithofacies from the Council Grove (center colored box) compared to core description on right column.
Core elements of KML (Kansas Mnemonic Lexicon)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STANDARD NAME</th>
<th>STD. UNITS</th>
<th>UNITS DESCRIP.</th>
<th>PWLS</th>
<th>MNEM1</th>
<th>UNITS1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depth</td>
<td>FT</td>
<td>feet</td>
<td>DEPTH.</td>
<td>DEPTH</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit size</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caliper</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>inches</td>
<td>CAL.</td>
<td>CALI</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borehole volume</td>
<td>FT³</td>
<td>cubic feet</td>
<td>BKH.</td>
<td>BHK</td>
<td>FT³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>pounds</td>
<td>TENS.</td>
<td>TENSION</td>
<td>POUNDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging time</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>TIME.</td>
<td>TIME</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>DEGF</td>
<td>degrees Fahrenheit</td>
<td>TEMP.</td>
<td>TEMP</td>
<td>DEG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Ray</td>
<td>API</td>
<td>API units</td>
<td>GR.</td>
<td>GR</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Ray Plus Uranium</td>
<td>API</td>
<td>API units</td>
<td>GR+.</td>
<td>GR+</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thorium Concentration</td>
<td>PPM</td>
<td>parts per million</td>
<td>ELE. THOR</td>
<td>PPM</td>
<td>THOR PPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uranium Concentration</td>
<td>PPM</td>
<td>parts per million</td>
<td>ELE. U</td>
<td>URAN</td>
<td>PPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium Concentration</td>
<td>% or FRAC</td>
<td>percent or fraction</td>
<td>ELE. K.</td>
<td>POTA</td>
<td>PERC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borehole Density</td>
<td>GMCC</td>
<td>grams per cc</td>
<td>DEN.</td>
<td>DEN</td>
<td>GC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borehole Density Correction</td>
<td>GMCC</td>
<td>grams per cc</td>
<td>DEN.COR.</td>
<td>DRHO</td>
<td>GC3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoelectric factor</td>
<td>BARNS/E</td>
<td>barns per electron</td>
<td>PEF.</td>
<td>PE</td>
<td>BARN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron counts</td>
<td>COUNTS</td>
<td>counts</td>
<td>NEU.CTS.</td>
<td>NEUT</td>
<td>API</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron porosity</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>porosity units</td>
<td>DEN.POR.APP.</td>
<td>DPHI</td>
<td>V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic transit time</td>
<td>USEC/FT</td>
<td>microseconds per foot</td>
<td>AC.TM</td>
<td>DT</td>
<td>US/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic porosity</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>porosity units</td>
<td>AC.POR.APP.</td>
<td>SPHI</td>
<td>DECP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spontaneous Potential</td>
<td>MV</td>
<td>milliPoisotons</td>
<td>SP.</td>
<td>SP</td>
<td>MV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity</td>
<td>MMHO/M</td>
<td>millimhos per meter</td>
<td>CON.</td>
<td>COND</td>
<td>MMHO/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Induction Conductivity</td>
<td>MMHOM/M</td>
<td>millimhos per meter</td>
<td>CON.DEP.IND.</td>
<td>CILD</td>
<td>MMHO/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.</td>
<td>RES.</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.SHA.</td>
<td>RISHAL</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.DEP.</td>
<td>DEREP</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.DEP.IND</td>
<td>ILD</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Induction Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.MED.IND</td>
<td>ILD</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow-Lateral Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.SHA.LAT</td>
<td>LLB</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shallow Normal Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.SHA.NOR</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Normal Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>LN</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spherically Focused Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.SHA.SPH</td>
<td>SFL</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Laterolog Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.DEP.LAT</td>
<td>LLL</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Inverse Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.MIC.INV</td>
<td>MINV</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Laterolog Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.MIC.LAT</td>
<td>MLL</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Normal Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.MIC.NOR</td>
<td>MNOR</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Spherically Focused Resist.</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>RES.MIC.SPH</td>
<td>MSFL</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparent Water Resistivity</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
<td>ohm-meters</td>
<td>WAT.RES.</td>
<td>RWA</td>
<td>OHM/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock/rot ratio</td>
<td>RATIO</td>
<td>ratio</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>RRT</td>
<td>V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic Attenuation Rate</td>
<td>DB/M</td>
<td>decibels per meter</td>
<td>ELM.ATT.</td>
<td>EATT</td>
<td>DB/M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated Volume Factor</td>
<td>FRAC</td>
<td>proportion</td>
<td>VFMN</td>
<td>VFMN</td>
<td>V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz Volume Fraction</td>
<td>FRAC</td>
<td>proportion</td>
<td>VFMN</td>
<td>VFMN</td>
<td>V/V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductile Volume Fraction</td>
<td>FRAC</td>
<td>proportion</td>
<td>VFMN</td>
<td>VFMN</td>
<td>V/V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GEMINI Data Portal

Data Portal to help organize data

- **Loads the Location of Data XML File**
  - Contains the URL/Directory information to retrieve or save data
  - Identifies the Applications that will generate the XML Files and the Application Name and language.

- **Provide User Support for Personal Data**
  - Helps the User create a Location of Data XML File for User’s PC Data
  - Helps user convert comma delimited data files to XML files
  - Helps user convert XML files to comma delimited data files.
  - Copy users project XML files to and from a Server to share work.

- **Interactive Plot Dialog to help user find Oil & Gas Wells with particular data types.**

- **Helps user to maintain a Project**
  - Create, Modify and Delete Project Information Data
  - Add & Delete Oil & Gas Wells in Project File
  - To generate a Project XML File which will allow different GEMINI Modules reuse saved data from other Modules.
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